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ABSTRACT
In 1993, the Governor of Massachusetts and the Mayor of Boston released the Planfor
the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches. The plan was drafted both as a response to the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's efforts to upgrade the state's sewage
handling systems, and in recognition of the improved water quality that resulted. The
authors of the plan prescribed an outreach program to "disseminate public information,
develop education materials and programs, and monitor progress in revitalizing the
Harbor Beaches." The Boston Harbor Association and the Metropolitan District
Commission worked collaboratively on the "Back to the Beaches" campaign to
establish and to enhance relationships among governmental agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and communities. The revival of the beaches means that residents of
metropolitan Boston can once again enjoy all the benefit of beach and oceanfront areas.
What is not clear is how to communicate effectively with the public in order to
encourage them to reclaim areas that were previously off-limits due to pollution and
contamination. Savin Hill Beach is one the beaches that is furthest along in this
collaborative process. Residents and advocates for Dorchester Beaches have been
involved in nearly every aspect and level of the process of creating a "Back to the
Beaches" campaign. This thesis analyzes the factors that serve as barriers or
connectors to (re)joining the Dorchester .communities with Savin Hill Beach. I offer
recommendations that may enhance other environmental reclamation efforts.
Thesis Supervisor: Lawrence Susskind
Title: Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis recommends approaches to restoring Savin Hill Beach, an urban
bathing beach located in Boston Harbor (MA). For over 50 years, Savin Hill Beach
was a "municipal jewel" that attracted numerous summer bathers to its shores, received
regular maintenance, and included a range of amenities, such as a dance hall and
concession stands. Since the 1970s, several factors, including environmental
degradation of the harbor, have prevented Dorchester residents from enjoying their
community beach. Fortunately a $30 million capital investment in physical
improvements to the Boston Harbor beaches is offering the means to reconnect
communities with these harbor resources. This thesis presents the case of Savin Hill
Beach and the barriers or "connectors" that encourage or discourage beach usage for
people who live, work, and/or pursue recreational activities in Dorchester. The
findings from this analysis may be applicable in other attempts to "reclaim" natural
resources in urban settings.
Boston Harbor
Boston's harbor measures nearly 50 square miles, represents 100 miles of
shoreline, and has approximately 30 islands' within its boundaries. For decades,
citizens of Boston and Massachusetts have perceived the Boston Harbor as unhealthy,
Various sources provide various numbers of islands. The factors that have been used to determine
whether an island is a "Boston Harbor Island" include its: proximity to Boston, acreage, resources,
whether is free standing. Human intervention and naturally occurring erosion have changed the status or
existence of at least eight islands. Edward Rowe. The Islands of Boston Harbor. (New York, New York:
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1971) and The Harbor Islands Study Group. The Boston Harbor Islands
(Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1969).
unclean, and unappealing. Until very recently, this perception was correct. Public
criticism of Boston's sewage system arose as early as in the 1870's. In 1939 a special
legislative commission reported that the conditions of the harbor were "revolting to the
aesthetic sensibilities" 2 and urged "immediate correction of pollution." 3 Sewage-
handling policies and industrial practices allowed for regular dumping of untreated
wastes directly into the harbor. Run-off from agricultural activities also contributed to
the harbor's infamous trash-strewn shores, putrid odors, and devastated marine life.
There were at least three reasons for the declining usage of the Boston Harbor
Beaches: negative perceptions of water quality, increased ownership of automobiles --
which made beaches on Cape Cod and elsewhere more accessible to a broader
population -- and television -- which promoted the idea that these more distant
beaches were close enough for everyone to use. Lower demand led to diminished
levels of maintenance and a further decline in these urban beaches. The result, with few
exceptions, was that the neighboring communities and the institutions charged with
managing these resources withdrew.
The implementation of the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority's Boston
Harbor ("Clean Up") Project 4 and continued improvements to local and regional
2 Eric Jay Dolin. Dirty Water/Clean Water. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Sea Grant College, 1990), 21-22.
' "Significant Dates in the History of Boston Harbor." WaterResources. January/February 1992, 1.
4 The project is an 1 1-year, $6. 1 billion program to provide new wastewater treatment facilities. In
addition, the MWRA has other court mandated missions: to upgrade existing treatment facilities, to halt
dumping of sludge the harbor, and to control overflows from sections of the system where sewers are
combines with storm drains.
sewage infrastructure, however, reversed the long-term trend in water quality. The
harbor has "entered the early stages of ecosystem recovery... [and] this recovery is
expected to continue."' Encouraging evidence includes fewer incidents of fish kills, a
decline in the number of beach closings, and the return of diverse marine life.6
Back to the Beaches Campaign
In 1991, Massachusetts Governor William Weld and Boston Mayor Raymond
Flynn commissioned a study of the Boston Harbor Beaches. The purpose was to
discover ways in which the 22' public shoreline and island beaches might be re-
integrated into neighborhood life. The study, a collaborative effort of private citizens,
government employees, elected officials, and businesspersons, was conducted in
response to the substantially improved water quality resulting from technological and
policy innovations. Specifically, the Planfor the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches
called for:
1. Strengthening the public access system to the water's edge;
2. Restoring the beaches to the ecological systems of which they were a part;
3. Conserving historical and cultural associations with the beaches;
4. Enhancing the quality of urban life;
5. Creating settings for education; and
6. Enabling urban residents to learn more about their fragile environment.
5 Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. The State of Boston Harbor: Connecting the Harbor to its
Watersheds. 1994, I,
6 North Park Service. Boston Harbor Islands: Report of A Special Resource Study. 1994, 14.
Like the number of islands, this number can vary also. One reason is provided in footnote # 9.
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To realize these goals, the authors of the plan detailed a five to seven year
"Beach Improvement Plan" including provisions for a management structure to
implement physical and capital enhancements to the beaches' infrastructure and to
communicate to communities about such developments. The plan called for a
collaboration among agencies charged with managing the beaches (i.e., the
Massachusetts District Commission, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Management), agencies with related responsibilities (the Massachusetts Resource
Authority, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority), Boston Metropolitan
Area communities, and a "non-profit" entity to function as an official advocate for the
beaches and intermediary among these parties.' The physical improvements, which are
intended to make the beaches more usable and attractive, include: restoration of
bathhouses, cleaning of sand, sand replenishment, stationing of lifeguards and staff,
landscaping, construction of sun shelters, increasing accessibility to the beaches, and a
flag system to communicate swimming conditions.
The "Back to the Beaches" campaign is the outreach program that has
communicated these improvements and sought to increase pubic awareness and usage
of the beaches. One of the most visible examples of those efforts has been "Family
Days," which are celebrations held to invite nearby communities to see the beaches. A
8 In 1994, Governor Weld signed the capital bond to fund the beaches restoration plan and named The
Boston Harbor Association as the lead organization to monitor the implementation of the plan.
"Restoration Plan for Beaches Receives Funding" Harbor News. The Boston Harbor Association. 21 Fall
1994, 2.
great deal of work has gone into conceptualizing how to effectively communicate in
order to promote a sense of stewardship of resources exemplified by the beaches. This
thesis focuses on the case of Savin Hill Beach and the theoretical and practical bases
for determining what has discouraged and could encourage beach usage by the people
who live, work, and/or pursue recreational activities in Dorchester.
Savin Hill Beach
Dorchester is just five miles south of Boston. Savin Hill Beach is located
adjacent to Malibu Beach' and within the "V" of two major thoroughfares: Morrissey
Boulevard and the Southeast Expressway. Dorchester was annexed to Boston in 1870
and shortly thereafter Savin Hill Beach received major physical improvements that
helped make it one of the most popular of the Boston Harbor Beaches. The main
barriers to the increased usage of Savin Hill Beach can be categorized as physical,
psychological, and environmental.'0 Physical problems include concerns about
transportation, lack of parking, and whether the surrounding land-uses are aesthetically
amenable to bathing beach usage. Psychological access relates to people's perceptions
of and familiarity with the beach: do they perceive the beach as being attractive,
welcoming, safe, and possessing adequate facilities and amenities of interest?
Environmental concerns include the safety of using the area as a bathing beach. In
9 This close proximity had meant that sometimes the two beaches are both referenced as "Malibu" or
"Savin Hill". Other times Savin Hill and Inner Malibu are referred to as "Savin Hill". Inner Malibu
refers to the area of beach located inside of the cove, near the MDC bathhouse. Outer Malibu refers to the
beach area on the other side of Morrissey Boulevard.
10 These were among the concerns of attendees of the Boston Harbor Visions Charette (September 23-25,
1994), an event held to "create a forum for discussion of issues and problems facing the Boston Harbor."
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addition, during its abandoned years, the beach reverted to its salt marsh origins;
present day legislation is designed to prevent salt marsh loss.
There are, however, several "connectors" which could help to overcome these
barriers. Many residents of nearby neighborhoods feel ownership and have fond
memories of the beach: "I taught all five of my children to swim at that beach.""
"Kids would be sent early Saturday morning to hold a place for the family."' 2
Furthermore, there are strong civic, ethnic, youth, and recreational associations that
could aid in communicating with and educating other residents about the beaches.
These could build upon the local activism that infused the development of the Plan and
the planning for the Savin Hill/Malibu Beach Family Day. Finally, there is
approximately $2 million allocated for beach improvements.
This thesis offers recommendations regarding the best ways of reconnecting
communities with their reclaimed urban resources by specifically looking at the barriers
and connectors that apply to the people living and working in Dorchester and Savin
Hill Beach itself My recommendations are based on interviews with residents and
representatives of governmental agencies and non-profit organizations involved in
advocating for Boston Harbor issues. I also draw on attendance at public meetings
held to discuss issues pertaining to the Boston Harbor Beaches, and on published
research on risk communication. This case study of Savin Hill Beach and its
"William Christopher. Member of the Columbia-Savin Hill Civic Association. Personal interview. 22
January 1996.
" Robert O'Sullivan. Long-time resident of Dorchester. Personal interview. 18 January 1996.
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surrounding communities can provide insights relevant to reclamation efforts in other
urban areas.
Restoration of Resources
Many environmental remediation efforts have been labeled unsuccessful. In some
instances, however, such efforts have significantly improved polluted areas. Working
with the natural ability of ecosystems to regenerate, human activities and their
influences (i.e., technological advancements, raised awareness of communities, and
governmental agencies targeting their resources) have improved the conditions of
unusable and unhealthy natural resources that had been degraded by human activities" .
As these community assets are restored a question remains: How can these
improvements be sustained to safeguard the resources as valuable ecosystems and so
that the public can enjoy them? This raises additional questions about the roles of
technology, techniques for educating communities, and strategies for enlisting long-
term support of governmental and non-governmental organizations. The overriding
assumption of Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches is that while it is a major
challenge to overcome past perceptions caused by the degradation of the Boston
Harbor and to get communities to use and enjoy their beaches, long-term maintenance
of beaches is equally important, and short-term strategies must mesh with long-term
efforts. Existing governmental entities can be expected neither to assume the entire
13 Ned Abelson and Maura McCaffery. "Brownfields: Recent Massachusetts and Federal Developments"
Environment Reporter 0013-9211 (1996): 2152-2155.
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responsibility of rejoining communities and beaches nor to insure all aspects of keeping
beaches clean: communities have a role to play.
Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter One I discuss the relevant ideas for risk communication. Chapter
Two provides a profile of both Dorchester and Savin Hill Beach. In Chapter Three, the
"Back to the Beaches" campaign is presented along with the communication strategy
that is critical to its success. Chapter Four offers a discussion of the concerns of
Dorchester residents about the beaches. Within Chapter Five, prescriptions for
connecting Savin Hill Beach to its nearby communities are offered along with the
relevance of these recommendations for other reclaiming endeavors.
CHAPTER ONE
In the 1980's, the Boston Harbor's pollution problems gained national attention
and were the basis of major policy changes.' 4 However, during the 1960's, when raw
sewage was being released into the harbor there was relatively little public outcry. This
apparent "out-of-sync" situation - wherein the public's concern and policies about a
risk and scientific data do not correlate" - is one of the reasons that researchers have
studied the ways in which people perceive risk. This work was followed by inquiries
into how risk ought to be communicated 6 . Such research has resulted in a wide range
of definitions of risk as well as several paradigms for pursing risk communication -- all
of which have appropriate applications. This chapter will build on the findings about
risk communication processes and advance the argument that collaborative"
approaches are necessary when dealing with restorative projects.
"4 The City of Quincy v. MDC et al. case was filed in 1982, which led to the creation of the Massachusetts
Water Resource Authority [An Act Pertaining to the Metropolitan Water District and The Metropolitan
Sewer District of the Metropolitan District Commission, Chapter 372, January 11, 1985], and the harbor
was a topic of discussion in the 1988 Presidential campaign.
" Mary Douglass and Aaron Wildavsky. Risk and Culture. (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1982), Paul Slovic. "Perception of Risk" Science 236 (1987): 280-285, and T. Dietz and R. W. Rycroft.
"Who's representing whom? A comparison of risk attitudes among corporate executive, the general
public and risk professional" (Fairfax, VA: Northern Virginia Survey Research Laboratory, 1989).
16 Amy K. Wolfe. "Risk Communication in Social Context: Improving Effective Communication" The
Environmental Professional 15 (1993): 248-255, Ann Fisher. "Risk Communication: Getting Out the
Message about Radon " EPA Journal 13 (1987): 27-28, and Paul Slovic. "Informing and Educating the
Public About Risk" Risk Analysis 6 (1986): 403-415.
" Related terms: "consensus" which is intended "to inform and encourage groups to work together to
reach a decision about how the risk will be managed (prevented of mitigated)" Regina Lundgren. Risk
Communication: A Handbook for Communicating Environmental, Safety, and Health Risks. (Columbus,
OH: Battelle Press, 1994), 4 and "convergence" a long-term process that recognizes that the culture,
experiences, and background of an audience and organization can affect communication and that a
dialogue must take place between those two entities. E. M. Rogers and D. L. Kincaid. Communication
Networks Toward a New Paradigm for Research (New York: The Free Press, 1981).
Restoration Projects
When communicating about restoration projects, the basic short and long-term
goals are to replace an "old" message about the prohibitively great risk or using an area
with a "new" message emphasizing both the reduction of risk and the benefits to be
gained from using that area.18 This presents two challenges: How to convince people
that risks have been reduced and that there are reasons why people should resume
using an area? It is not an easy task to replace messages about hazards. Each person
has a collection of moral and experience (a priori beliefs) that influence how she/he will
perceive risk. Research has shown that scientific data alone can neither easily cause
people to disregard those convictions nor to set aside scientific information they have
previously encountered and accepted' 9 . There are, however, many initiatives that are
seeking to meet those challenges by directly involving those individuals who may have
heard those "old" messages. From the Neponset River to the Chesapeake Bay to Puget
Sound, groups are having success in getting people out to see and to make
improvements to natural resources by cleaning up the shorelines and monitoring signs
of pollution20 . Other examples of highlighting benefits and involving people are state
voluntary cleanup programs and federal initiatives that provide monetary incentives to
18 Reclaiming initiatives are most readily identified with the Superfund programs and more recently the
less toxic "Brownfields". The object of both programs is to clean-up these toxic areas so that they may
once more become part of their surrounding neighborhoods.
19 Peter Sandman, N. D. Weinstein, and M. L. Klotz. "Public Response to the Risk from Geological
Radon." Journal of Communication 37 (1987): 93-108 and P. Brown "Popular Epidemiology:
Community Responses to Toxic Waste Induced Disease in Woburn, MA" Science, Technology, and
Human Values 12(1987): 78-85.
20 "Since 1990, the Puget Soundkeeper Alliance, which includes citizen volunteer kayakers, has prevented
the discharge of "48 millions gallons of municipal waste into the Sound each year though an antiquated
CSO system" and worked with businesses along the waterfronts to promote "non-polluting waste
management practices." "Major Accomplishments" Puget Soundkeeper Alliance. 12/95.
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reuse brownfields and seek to bring communities, government, and businesses together
to conceptualize future uses for these sites21. All of these efforts will contribute to
research in risk communication, both specifically for restoration projects and to meet
the challenges posed by contemporary perceptions of risk and how decisions about risk
should be made.
Risk
While early definitions of risk "paid as much attention to the probabilities of
benefits as to the chances of harm,"2 2 today the term seems to be used solely to
express harm. The American Heritage Dictionary defines risk as the "possibility of
suffering harm or loss." There are at least three outlooks on risk:
Figure 1.
2] Colorado, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey Ohio, and Oregon have all enacted
legislation to provide varying degrees of flexibility in mitigating brownfields in order to encourage their
redevelopment. On a federal level, the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), which was enacted in 1977
to require banks to provide loans to low and moderate income areas, was revised last year to allow
financial institutions to fulfill their CRA's requirements by making loans related to the mitigation or
redevelopment of brownfields.
22 Karl Dake. "Myths of Nature: Culture and the Social Construction of Risk" Journal of Social Issues 48
(1992) : 21-37.
within social context
and specific conditions
(e.g. "outrage")
probabilistic
(1 in 1,000,000)
Figure 1 is an original diagram designed to depict definitions of risk that have been
developed over years of research. Some researchers hold the view that any possibility
of suffering harm should be expressed in probabilistic terms, for example "3 out of
1000 people could develop lung cancer if exposed to a radon level of 8 pCi/l for at least
8 hours per day for 70 years."23 Others see risk as embodying both scientific and non-
scientific considerations. Peter Sandman conceptualized a notion of risk focusing both
on "hazards" (probabilistic data) and "outrage" (a series of factors that may affect the
way in which people relate and react to risk24 ). The degree to which outrage exists
depends upon how the risk is posed and what type of impacts it is likely to cause. In
Figure 2, factors falling into the left column will diminish outrage; factors falling into
the right column will enhance it:
OUTRAGE FACTORS
Voluntary vs. Involuntary
Natural vs. Anthropogenic
Fair vs. Unfair
Not Memorable vs. Memorable
Clear, visible benefits vs. No visible benefits
Morally neutral vs. Morally relevant
Not dire vs. Dire
Diffuse in time and space vs. Concentrated in time and space
Trustworthy vs. Untrustworthy
Controlled by individual vs. Controlled by system
Figure 2. Source: William A. Coleckno. "Guidelines for improving Risk Communication in
Environmental Health" Joumal of Environmental Health. 58 (1995): 21.
23 Robert H. Harris and David E. Burmaster. "Restoring Science to Superfund Risk Assessments" Toxics
Law Reporter. 3/25/92.
2 For example, the fact that radon is invisible and naturally occurring could contribute to "outrage".
25 Peter M. Sandman. "Risk Communication: Facing Public Outrage" EPA Journal 13 (1987): 21-22
and F. Baker "Risk Communication About Environmental Hazards" Journal of Public Health Policy 11
(1990): 349-359.
Another view of risk emphasizes the context in which possible harm may occur.
Douglass and Wildavsky26 describe risk as being a complex mixture of "knowledge
about the future and consent about the most desired prospects". They suggest that
social, economic, or political factors could influence risk -- whether a person can have
or had access to information about, for example, radon." Although not absolutely a
consistent indicator, the form of communication employed can shape particular
perceptions of risk.
Forms of Risk Communication
The following represent the several approaches to risk communication. Covello
et. al. see risks as "any purposeful exchange of scientific information between interested
parties regarding health or environmental risks." 28 This definition implies a
probabilistic look at risk and a dialogue among parties having access to scientific
information. Krimsky and Plough29 provide five categories for risk communication
that do not necessarily provide a specific concept of risk or direction(s) in which
information travels from one party to another. One of these can be termed "artifacts
and impact" The way to evaluate forms of communication that fall into this category is
to determine the accuracy of the materials (i.e., PSA's, publications, press releases)
26 Mary Douglas and Aaron Wildavsky. Risk and Culture. (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1982), 5.
2 Survey Communications, Inc. "Executive Summary" in Radon Risk Communication and Results Study.
(Baton Rouge, LA), 4/22/94.
28 Vincent Covello, D. von Winterfeldt, and Paul Slovic. "Communicating Scientific Information About
Health and Environmental Risks: Problems and Opportunities from a Social and Behavioral Perspective."
from Covello, L. Lave, A. Moghissi, and V. Uppuluri, eds., Uncertainty in Risk Assessment and Risk
Management, and Decisionmaking (New York: Plenum Press, 1986).
29 Sheldon Krimsky and Alonzo Plough. Environmental Hazards (Dover, MA: Auburn House Publishing
Co., 1988).
used to communicate to the public and then determine the appropriateness of the
public's reaction to those materials. Risk perception involves looking at whether the
process influences the way people frame risk.30 Figure 3 illustrates the mechanistic
"source-receiver" model' that reduces the process of risk communication to four basic
aspects:
(1) transmitter/source (2) message * (3) traducer/channel * (4) receiver
Figure 3. Source: Sheldon Krimsky and Alonzo Plough. Environmental Hazards (Dover,
MA: Auburn House Publishing Co., 1988), 4.
Effective risk communication assumes that there are, indeed, guidelines that can be
followed to achieve a desired goal." Governmental agencies and industry usually use
this model. Advocates of the social context approach "conceive of risk as a socially
constructed attribute rather than a physical entity that exists independently of the
humans who assess and experience its effects."33 and recognizes the socio-economic,
political, and historical factors that influence how risk is framed.
30 "The framing of a risk problem refers to how an individual conceptualized, defines, or structures the
issue to be addressed - a basic and primary step in the risk communication process. Frames represent the
perspective adopted, and in controversies predispose the individual to see or emphasize certain aspects of
the situation. The framing of a risk issue influences how risk communication are filtered or processed and
the eventual choice or preferences expressed. Elaine Vaughan. "The Significance of Socioeconomic and
Ethnic Diversity for the Risk Communication Process." Risk Analysis 15 (1995): 172.
3 Similar to what Rogers and Kinkaid refer to as "The Linear Model". Everett Rogers and D. Kinkaid.
Communication Network (New York: Free Press, 1981), 33 & 65.
3 Caron Chess. "Encouraging Effective Risk Communication in Government: Suggestion for Agency
Management" (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University, 12/87.
" Judith A. Bradbury. "Risk Communication in Environmental Restoration Programs. Risk Analysis 14
(1994): 359.
There are appropriate uses for less collaborative, more uni-directional forms of
risk communication. Lundgren sees risk communication in three forms: (1) care, (2)
consensus, and (3) crisis. Care communication "is risk communication about health
and safety risks, risk for which the danger and the way to manage it have already been
well determined through scientific research that it is accepted by most of the
audience." 4 For example, since there is minimum uncertainty about the benefits of
cessation of tobacco smoking and using car seats for young children, those messages
can and should be communicated to the audience. Consensus communication is
intended to involve anyone who has an interest in managing risk(s) to work together to
define the risk and its impacts and to decide what management tactic will be adopted.
"Community-based" initiatives epitomize this approach: governmental agencies
working with communities to improve environmental quality as defined both by agency
priorities and what communities identify as important. In "crisis communication" when
good timing is essential to get people to change their behavior, uni-directional
communication is most desired." Evacuation procedures taken in response to natural
(i.e., earthquakes, floods) and human influenced (i.e., Bhopal, the Challenger) disasters
necessitate communication designed to get the public to respond quickly to an agency's
message.
Both care and crisis forms of communication, however, can have a collaborative,
multi-directional component, however. The phrase "accepted by most of the audience"
3 Regina Lundgren. Risk Communication: A Handbook for Comdunicating Environmental, Safety. an
Health Risks. (Columbus, OH: Battelle Press, 1994), 4.
35 Ibid., 4.
implies that some exchange took place prior to the establishment of a policy and that
such an exchange is at least part of the basis for people's acceptance. Moreover, while
undertaking in-depth discussions in the face of, say, a dangerous release of chemicals
would be unwise, dialogues can and do take place to prepare for such events. The uni-
directional mode of risk communication has been shown to be appropriate for programs
such as health and safety campaigns that seek to encourage changes in behavior.3 6
However, in situations when uncertainty is a major factor, more complex forms of
communication are often needed.
Progression of Risk Communication Approaches
There are those who believe that there is hierarchy of risk communication.
Fischhoff s developmental stages in risk management offers a progressional view of
risk communication (see Figure 4) that moves from "getting the public to accept and
trust scientific expertise" to promoting a collaborative relationship to define and
communicate about risks.
All we have to do is get the numbers right.
All we have to do is tell them the numbers.
All we have to do is explain what we meant by the numbers.
All we have to do is show them that they've accepted similar risk in the past.
All we have to do is show them that it is a good deal for them.
All we have to do is treat them nicely.
All we have to do is make them partners.
All of the above.
Figure 4. Source: Barusch Fischhoff. "Risk Perception and Communication Unplugged:
Twenty Years of Process" Risk Analysis. 15 (1995): 138.
36 Judith A. Bradbury. "Risk Communication in Environmental Restoration Programs. Risk Analysis 14
(1994): 359.
Susskind concurs with this view and provides five models of public communication:
1. Information is put-out (by an organization, government agency, industry).
2. Information goes out and comes back (feed back from public), but decision-making
is not shared.
3. Information and decision-making are shared, but authority is not.
4. Information and decision-making are shared; power is shared to some degree.
5. Information is exchanged and decision-making and authority are shared
Figure 5. Source: Lawrence Susskind. Environmental Management Course Lecture. MIT.
4/4/95
There are several reasons to justify this concept of levels of risk communication.
Rationales for Using Collaborative Risk Communication
There are at least five reasons why a collaborative form of risk communication is
desirable: (1) the public's demand for inclusion in policy development; (2) a
maturation of understanding of environmental, health, and safety problems; (3)
realization of the differing perceptions that separate the public and experts; (4)
recognition of the issues of fairness in the distribution of risk and decision-making
about risk; and (5) the need to be able to express benefits in addition to harm.
Public Involvement
Over time the public's expectations concerning governmental decision-making
has changed from accepting and following authority's lead to demanding inclusion in
the process of making decisions.37 In the post-World War II era, expectations were
limited to information provided on a voluntary basis by agencies. In response to the
Vietnam War and Watergate in the 1960's and 1970's, the public demanded more
involvement in decision-making processes.3 8 The 1980's witnessed increasing calls for
"meaningful" participation in agency decision making (i.e., opportunities to provide
input and accountability regarding those inputs). For example, communities have
expressed dissatisfaction when allowed just two months to review EPA's "record of
decision" of what is the desired technology for mitigating toxic waste sites; AIDS
activists have questioned the speed with which the Federal Drug Administration has
pursued testing for the drug AZT. Agencies have had to develop communication
strategies to accommodate public demand for active participation in decision-making.
Evolution of Understanding of Problems
Public concerns about environmental, safety, and health problems have evolved
from so-called "end-of-pipe" solutions, treating a problem once it has become manifest,
to "pollution prevention," attempts to avoid problems before they materialize. The
dawn of national awareness of environmental hazards was marked by the burning of the
Cuyahoga River (Ohio) and the contamination of Love Canal (New York) both due to
toxic industrial wastes. Those situations led to important national legislation - the
Clean Water Act and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Conservation, and
37 J. L. Creighton. Welcoming Speech, International Association of Public Participation Practitioners
Conference. September 1992.
38 William D. Ruckelshaus. "Communication about Risk" Risk Communication: Proceedings of the
National Conference on Risk Communication (The Conservation Foundation: Washington, D.C., 1987):
3-9.
Liabilities Act respectively to protect the environment and the public. In the mid-
1980's, preventive medicine, health maintenance organizations, pollution prevention,
corporate safety programs have marked a similar shift from treating a problem once it
appears to encouraging behavior modification to avoid the harm altogether. In this
effort, "experts" and "the public" have worked together to some degrees as partners.
Mythical Aspects of the Dichotomy
There is recognition of the myths implicit in the infamous dichotomy that
separates experts and the public.39 The following are a few differences commonly
associated with those two realms:
EXPERTS PUBLIC
communication
preference/format: "techno-ese"" - plain English
written documents - "face-to-face" contact
information used: quantifiable data + qualitative information
resultant of experiments of experiential nature
motivation forces: science 4 ethics, emotions
Figure 6. Influenced by: George Cvetkovich and Timothy C. Earle. "Environmental hazards
and the public" Journal of Social issues 48 (1992): 9, and Christine M. Velicer and Barbara
A. Kruth. "Communicating Contaminant Risks from Sport-Caught Fish: Importance of
Targeting Audience Assessment" Risk Analysis 14 (1994): 840.
* Wendy Clelend-Hammett. "The Role of Comparative Risk Analysis" EPA Journal 19 (1993 ): 16-23,
Science Advisory Board. "Reducing Risks: Setting Priorities and Strategies for Environmental Protection"
September 1990, and William A. Coleckno. "Guidelines for Improving Risk Communication in
Environmental Health" Journal of Environmental Health. 58 (1995): 21-23.
4 0 Language distinguished by a of acronyms and scientific terminology that can "become intimidating
jargon" Janet Day's statements in Bill Dawson. "The Agency and the Public" EPA Journal 16 (1990):
46-49.
Typically this is cited as a gap between what is scientifically known to be hazardous and
what the public perceives as hazardous.4 ' There are, however, some errors in this
conceptualization. Science is the study of natural phenomena and entails methodical
attempts to explain and understand what is not known. Even such observation and
experimentation, however, cannot be viewed as completely dispelling uncertainty.4 2
Moreover the public is not a monolith of scientific deficiency. There are individuals
with formal scientific training among the "general public." There is also a recognition
that the same factors that may influence the public's perceptions of risk can influence
experts also, 43 Furthermore, there are numerous instances in which individuals have
schooled themselves to understand technical information. Examples can be found
widely within the Environmental Justice movement.
Fairness Framework
Increasingly the issue of risk is being discussed in term of the fairness of its
distribution and decision-making regarding it.44 The Environmental Justice (nee
Environmental Equity) movement came into prominence following a 1982 decision by
41 George Cvetkovich and Timothy C. Earle. "Environmental hazards and the public" Journal of Social
Issues 48 (1992): 4-5.
42 "Although there are actual risk, nobody knows what they are. All that anyone does know about risk
can be classified as perception." B. Fischhoff, S. Lichtenstein, and P. Slovic. "The Public vs. the
Experts" in V. T. Covello, W. G. Famm, J. V. Rodricks, and R. G. Tardiff, eds., The Analysis of Actual
vs. Perceived Risks (New York: Plenum Press, 1983): 236-237.
43 "Risks are often misjudged, relative to statistical or other technical criteria, by either overestimating or
underestimating them. These misjudgments may be due to the use of mental strategies (heuristics) in
making the judgments... Judgments of experts have been shown to be prone to some of the same
tendencies as those of the untrained lay public, especially when the expert is asked to make conclusions
outside of his/her area of expertise" George Cvetkovich and Timothy C. Earle. "Environmental hazards
and the public" Journal of Social Issues 48 (1992): 6-7
44William Leiss and Christina Chociolko. Risk and Responsibilities. (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-
Queen's University Press, 1994): 3 1.
officials to place a PCB landfill in a black-majority residential area in Warren County
(North Carolina). The movement makes the clear charge that biases influence
environmental decision making and that there is a disproportionate amount of risk
being born by people of color. People of color, however, are not the only individuals
to question the basis of decision-making. Recent findings suggest that "[e]ven white,
middle-class communities have taken issue with the fairness of agency decision-making
processes and the resulting decisions."
BENEFITS AND RISKS
Finally, there is a need to be able to communicate benefits in addition to risks.
There are, of course, several methods designed to compare the "costs and benefits" of
decisions.4 One of the most basic prospect includes assigning a dollar value to human
life. Then, there are the limitations of the approach in: "[plossible solutions to an
environmental problem may be limited to those that can be translated easily into
mathematical equations, rather than creative and promising options that are not readily
analyzable in the appropriately quantified manner."47
41 Caron Chess, Kandice L. Salmone, Billie Jo Hance, and Alex Saville. "Results of a National
Symposium on Risk Communication: Next Steps for Government Agencies" Risk Analysis 15 (1995):
115-125.
46 "[Clonvert[ing] environmental quality, economic efficiency, and other society objective into money
provides a convenient numerate for comparing values on a common scale." Eric L. Hyman. "The
Evaluation of Extra market Benefits and Cost in Environmental Impact Assessment" EIA Review 2
(1982), 227-258.
4 Daniel Swartzman. "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Environmental Regulation: Sources of the Controversy"
from Daniel Swartzman, Richard Liroff, and Kevin Cook. Cost-Benefit Analysis and Environmental
Regulation. (The Conservation Foundation, 1992): 53-85.
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Conclusion
There are a variety of ways to define risk and to approach risk communication.
Although no method is inherently better than another, there are some situations in
which one approach might be more applicable than another. In the case of restorative
projects, when risk communication efforts have the "burden" of trying to overcome
barriers ("old" messages) and to highlight connections (benefits), collaborative
approaches may be best.
CHAPTER TWO: DORCHESTER AND SAVIN HILL BEACH
"So many resources, so many assets." 48
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48 City Councilor Maureen Feeney (District 3, Dorchester). Dorchester Allied Neighborhood Association
Meeting. April 9. 1996.
Barriers and Connectors
Connections to me are physical and non-physical... pathways.. streets,
sidewalks.. rivers, creeks.. racial and ethnic patterns, official and unofficial
culture,... economic practices and needs, creative vitality of groups and
individuals.. .communication between people and those who represent them,
media that aids communication .... they act together to form a
comprehensive environment that is more than the sum of the individual
pieces or parts. This total environment becomes a cultural and sensory
experience within which we can pick out the individual parts to enjoy or
use or bemoan.49
Early maps [see Map 1] of the Savin Hill area show two paths marked "way to
the beach." Today the left-handed path remains (as part of Savin Hill Avenue), but
only a few Dorchester residents travel along it to specifically reach the beach. Once
thriving and frequently used, Savin Hill Beach has shared the same polluted fate as the
other Boston Harbor Beaches. For years waste washed ashore and beach enthusiasts
had to seek cleaner waters elsewhere. The advent of the MWRA in 1985 marked a
new commitment to formulate and to implement policies and technologies to mitigate
the harbor's pollution. Signs of regeneration (i.e., clarity of water, returning marine
life) are visible at many of the harbor beaches, including Savin Hill. As the Harbor
Project continues to improve water quality, attention can be focused upon other factors
that have kept residents in the Boston metropolitan area away from the beaches, and to
identify factors that could promote increased usage of the beaches.
49 Jim Burns. Connections: Ways to Discover and Realize Community Potentials. (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1979): 15-16.
This chapter presents a brief profile of Dorchester, its residents, and Savin Hill
Beach over time50 with particular emphasis upon the physical, psychological, and
environmental barrier and connectors.
Over the years since its settlement by the passengers of the English ship the
Mary and John, Dorchester, its residents, and the relationship between those residents
and Savin Hill Beach has changed. Originally the small, independent, and homogenous
community lived in sizable homes and on farms and depended upon the marshlands as a
means to feed cows. Later, as a neighborhood of Boston, the burgeoning, diverse
population regularly enjoyed the handsome beach as a recreational area.
Agrarian Retreat: 1630-1869
The oldest allotment of land upon the Dorchester Records, was made of
salt marsh... After choosing the spot for their town, they desired to secure
the best sites for cultivation, giving the preference to places which had been
cleared for planting by Indians and attaching great value to the salt
marshes, as furnishing an immediate supply of hay.5
Colonial Dorchester was a huge mass of land encompassing five contemporary
neighborhoods of Boston (Roxbury, Hyde Park, South, Mattapan, Dorchester) and two
islands (Moon and Thompson's). At the time Dorchester's entire coastline was marsh.
Modem day South Boston was called the "Dorchester Flats".
50 Resources for Dorchester's and the Boston Harbor's histories are listed in the bibliography
si Ebenzer Clapp, Jr. History of the Town of Dorchester. (Dorchester. MA: Dorchester Antiquarian &
Historical Society, 1859), 22-23.
The majority of the families living in Dorchester were English and sustained
themselves on the financial returns of trade, farming, and commercial fishing. Churches
were among the first structures built. 2 Commercial and Fox Points were homes to
successful fishing enterprises. 53 The more prosperous families built grand homes
(mostly in the Savin and Jones Hill communities) in Queen Anne and Colonial Revival
styles.5 4 Usually these houses either served as a year-long residences from which the
male heads of household would commute to their place of employment in Boston or as
summer homes". In fact, Savin Hill in particular became known as a resort area, 6 and
was given its name by a hosteler who owned property there. 7 In 1844 the Old Colony
Railroad began service and made it even easier for commuting businessmen and for
travelers to reach the beach.
On April 3, 1633, a Mr. (Roger) Ludlow was given land in the vicinity of Savin
Hill Beach.5 He soon sold the land and as farming became less dominant and the cows
had depleted most of the marsh grasses, the subsequent owner found another use for
the property. Around the 1840's the owner began leasing boating and swimming
52 As were some of the nation's first public schools.
53 "The inhabitants of Dorchester were the first to set upon the Trade of fishing in the Bay, who received
so much fruit of their labors that they encouraged others to the same undertaking" Ebenzer Clapp, Jr.
54Edward W. Gordon. "Inventory Form A" (Boston, MA: Boston Landmarks Commission, 1995), 2.
ss "But why did people want to move out of the city? Part of the reason was that moving was fashionable.
Even before the streetcar, the area surrounding Boston has had a sprinkling of upper-class businessmen
who had wished to combine the 'simplicity' of rural life with the necessities of their occupations." Alan
Lupo, Frank Colcord, and Edmund P. Fowler. Rites of Way: the Politics of Trprtation in Boston and
the U. S. City. (Boston, MA: Little, Brown, & Company, 1971), 164.
56 Caleb H. Snow. A History of Boston, The Metropolis of Massachusetts (Boston, MA: Abel Bowen,
1828), 386
57 This occurred in 1822. The area was previously known as "Rock Hill" then "Old Hill". Anthony
Mitchell Sammarco. Dorchester. (Dover, New Hampshire: Arcadia Publishing, 1995), 9 and Edward W.
Gordon. "Inventory Form A" (Boston, MA: Boston Landmarks Commission, 1995), 2.
5 Dorchester Town Records, Fourth Report of the Record Commissioners, 1.
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privileges. By the 1870's there would be over 60 wooden "shanties" lining the beach.59
At the time, the cove was tube shaped, with Fox and Commercial Point at either side of
the top and the bottom section almost reaching Dorchester Avenue.
During this period pollution was not a problem for Dorchester Bay. However,
there were some concerns about pollution on land. An outbreak of cholera (1865) in
Boston was sufficient to convince city officials that an additional method of handling
sewage was necessary.60 Two systems - a southern and a northern track- were created
in 1894 and 1904, respectively 6 . Dorchester was serviced by the South Sewage
System. Sewage was directed to Moon Island wherein the wastes were screened and
released into the harbor below the water line.
Urban Center and Municipal Jewel: 1870 to 1949
The Savin Hill bath house and beach is a most popular resort throughout
the summer months, as the patrons may use the playground and then enjoy
a dipping in the cooling waters of the bay. These buildings here, too, are far
inadequate to meet the demand made upon them and we hope to see more
pretentious and commodious quarters provided, which will serve both as
field house and bath house in the summer time and winter, and thereby
provide an all-year-round center. 62
59 Boston City Documents. City Documentsfor the Year 1901. (Boston, MA), 11.
* Until that time wastes were transferred to Moon Island and discharged with the outgoing tides. Eric Jay
Dolin. Dirty Water/Clean Water. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Sea Grant College, 1990), 9.
61 Ibid., 14-15.
62 Boston City Documents. City Documentsfor the Year 1916 (Boston, MA), 6.
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Beginning in the 1850's, the Annexation Movement 63 claimed much of
Dorchester's land, and in 1869 the town voted to become a ward of the City of Boston.
Between the 1870's and 1880's, old farms were replaced with middle-class housing for
tradesmen, salesmen, small manufactures, and professional artisans. Six Boston
Elevated Railway streetcar routes converged in an open area, and a major marketplace
came to be located there. 4 By 1920 the population for this neighborhood of the city
was 150,000.
In 1901 the Parks Department paid to remove the wooden shanties, and 15 years
later the sum of $10,162 was spent for "filling and grading and concrete" for the beach
and a playground ("Savin Hill Playground"). Filling took place on the landside of the
railroad tracks so that Savin Hill's shores were truncated, but the beach remained a
focus of recreational activity. Copious records were kept of the usage of City Beaches;
during the summer, bathers were counted and in the winter (ice) skating attendance
was tallied.
Return to Scale: 1950 to 1996
Similar in effect to the railroad, but more devastating because they entered
cities hardened and matured in form, were the expressways of the
1950's.. Once again, as with the railroad just a century before, the hearts of
cites were ripped open, neighborhoods were divided or wiped out, and
63 The general motivation for pro-annexation advocates' actions was a desire to gain access to Boston's
municipal funds for local infrastructure and open spaces, and to provide city services.
64 In Dorchester, for example, there were historic village clusters that grew with the increase of population
around them: Meeting House Hill, Harrison Square, Codman Square, Lower Mills. Other cluster - such
as Field's Corner, Grove Hall, and Columbia Square [today Uphams' Corner] - were largely the work of
the new street car transportation network". Sam Bass Warner, Jr. Streetcar Suburbs. (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1978), 158.
normal lines of communication were broken. Designed to cross open
country, the expressways were being brought without change into the most
heavily built up area of town and cities or along the precious waterfront
lands. 5
The impending construction of Interstate 93, known in its passage through
Boston as the Southeast Expressway, required the demolition of beautiful homes in
southern Dorchester and the eradication of Commercial Point. All structures on that
side of the cove were torn down. The Dorchester Yacht Club was floated to its present
location. As the Expressway came through and past Dorchester, residents there began
to move to suburban areas.
In addition to the impact of the highway, diminished water quality affected
recreational use of Dorchester Bay. In as early as 1939, "mothers, physicians, and
health officers" testified before a Special Commission Investigation Systems of Sewage
and Sewage Disposal in the North and South Metropolitan Sewage District and the
City of Boston that they "believe[d] disease can be traced to polluted [harbor] water"
It was not until the 1960's,66 however, the attention was paid concerning the conditions
of Dorchester Bay.
By 1969 there were no approved shellfish beds in Dorchester Bay and the
combined sewage outlets6 7 at Fox Point and Dorchester Bay were malfunctioning68 . In
65 August Heckscher. Open Saces: the Life of America Cites. (New York: Harper & Row Publishers,
1977), 117-118.
66 By that time, the harbor's water quality was visibly poor, and that plus the influences of the automobile
and television, led many beachgoers to beaches on Cape Cod and beyond.
67 Or "combined sewage overflow's (CSOs) are pipes designed to carry both raw sewage and stormwater
runoff to sewage treatment plants. When a high volume of low overwhelm treatment plants - for example,
29
1972, the Massachusetts Water Resources Commission conducted a series of tests all
over the Boston Harbor, and the fecal coliform levels for Savin Hill Beach ranged from
less than 35 fecal coliform bacteria colonies per 100 milliliters of water to 930/100
mi.69
Today
Dorchester is both the largest and most populated neighborhood of Boston.7 0 It
has five public libraries branches, two high, 5 middle, and 18 elementary public schools
in. There are 15 civic associations that are associated with a specific community (i.e.,
Uphams Corner Civic Association), and a number which represent the ethnic and
cultural diversity of the area7 1 (i.e., Vietnamese Civic Association). Under the umbrella
of the Federated Dorchester Settlement Houses72 there is a network of "houses" and
youth centers. These houses provide a range of services from medical care to
recreational activities. The initiatives that are organized and/or supported by affiliated
and non-affiliated houses are also diverse: a housing fair and an environmental justice
workshop are just two of the activities that were held in the Spring of 1996. The
during heavy rains - the flow is diverted to outfall points that then discharge the raw sewage, floatables,
toxic industrial waste, and contamination stormwater into the nearest stream or coastal waterway."
Natural Resources Defense Council. Testing the Waters V. (NRDC, Inc.: New York, NY), June 1995.
6 Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Boston Redevelopment Authority. A Report on
Dorchester Bay Development. (Boston, MA: BRA, 1969), 73.
69 A reading above 200/100 ml would result in closing ("posting") a beach.
' 25,184 residents living in North Dorchester and 58,097 in South Dorchester. Rolf Goetze. Change and
Diversity in Boston's Planning Districts: 1980 vs. 1990. Boston, MA: Boston Redevelopment Authority,
1984), 18-19.
7 The 1990 Census shows Dorchester as consisting of 48.2% whites, 32.9% blacks, 10.8% Hispanics,
4.2% Asians and Pacific Islanders, and 3.9 % identified as Other. Ibid.
" Includes Bartholomew Family Day Care Center, Art Studio, Camp Dension, Dorchester Center for
Adult Education, Dorchester House, Kit Clark Senior Services, Little House, and Log School Family
Education Center
churches of Dorchester also provide many services for the community. In addition to
regular religious services, these local institutions provide low cost cooked meals and
make groceries available at reduced rates.
As with most urban neighborhoods, its residents decry the portrait painted of
their area in the major dailies. Much of the news about Dorchester speaks of shootings
and other violent crimes. Still, some photographs and stories of "positive" events do
make it into The Boston Globe an the Boston Herald. Fortunately there are other
outlets for news of "uplifting" events, such as accomplishments of young people, and
neighborhood celebrations and festivals. Dorchester has three newspapers with a
combined circulation of over 35,000: Dorchester Community News73 (free), The
Dorchester Reporter ($0.35), and the Dorchester Argus-Citizen.($0.35).
Water Quality Concerns
Beach water pollution is a public health threat because of the wide range of
diseases that can be carried by pathogens in sewage-contaminated waters, including
gastroenteritis, dysentery, and hepatitis. Children, elderly persons, and those with
weakened immune systems are at particular risk. Discharges from sewage treatment
plants, combined sewage overflows, wastes from boats, and stormwater runoff are
major contributors to beach water pollution in Massachusetts. 74 Savin Hill Beach is
1 Serving Dorchester, Roxbury, and Mattapan.
1 Massachusetts Bays Program. Massachusetts Bys 1995 Comprehensive Conservation and Managemet
Plan. (Boston, MA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Massachusetts Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs, 1995), V-9.
fortunate in that the CSO located within its basin has not discharged in a number of
years. The beach's waters, however, are affected to some degree by the Fox Point
CSO. A 1989 report stated that the "coarse screening and chlorinating [at Fox Point]
were ineffective methods for reducing the flow of organic material and toxic
compounds into Boston Harbor." The Massachusetts District Commission, which
assumed management of Savin Hill in 1949, runs a testing program. Each Wednesday
from 4:30 am to 11:00 am, a group of testers collect samples at the Boston Harbor
Beaches. At those beaches that have historically had high bacterial counts, an
automatic second set of tests are performed the next day. Since 1987, the MDC has
conducted two tests: for fecal coliform and enterococcus colony counts.75 and the
EPA guidelines for single sampling events in saltwater are 200/100 ml and 104/100
m, 76 respectively. While Savin Hill Beach is usually posted as a precaution whenever it
rains, it has not exceeded MDC/EPA standards for both bacteria since August 19,
1994. 7
There are a few other environmental quality issues that have been identified by
residents and/or governmental agencies:
" Fecal coliform and enterococci are bacteria that can cause a variety of ailments in humans (listed
earlier). Fecal coliform is found naturally in the intestines of all warm-blooded animals, while enterococci
is found mostly in the intestines of humans and in some cases animals and birds. Inchcape Testing
Services. Final Report Water Quality Testing MDC Recreational Waters, 1987 Beach Testing. January
1988.
76 Federal Register, Friday March 7, 1986 Vol. 51, No. 45.
7 Two days earlier the beach was posted due to rainfall and a year prior (August 18, 1993) the beach was
closed for the same reason.
0 State funds have been allocated to renovate Morrissey Boulevard and Beades
Bridge, and some Dorchester residents would like to see the viaducts (two left-
handed ones, nearest to the beach) dredged. The sediments blocking the viaducts
are the legacy of past discharges of untreated sewage. At present the flush is
inadequate to allow whatever is in the cove to go out into the harbor, 7' but it
appears that the risks posed by disturbing those sediments would out-weigh the
benefits of such an endeavor.
0 A few residents have been involved in tracking the progress of the Massachusetts
Department of Highway's catch basin that is located between an old boat landing
and McConnell Park. MDH installed an oil and water separator and those
residents are eager to find out the department's maintenance plan for the device.7 9
0 The Dorchester Yacht Club has many supporters and critics. The DYC gives
scholarship funds to a local school, sponsors local youth sports teams, and provides
boat tours for children." Even its most ardent critics do not dispute these good
deeds. What does concern those individuals, however, are the number of boats that
dock and travel within the cove and the impact that could have on bathers.
0 Presently, Savin Hill Beach bears the signs of its salt marsh origins [see Map 2]. At
low tide, the beach can appear to be a field. "It's one big chia pet!"'8 'Residents
point to the potential hazards (e.g., refuse collects there) and also cite the beneficial
qualities (e.g., ducks and gulls feed there) of the grasses. Residents, coordinators
of the "Back to the Beaches" campaign, and others are working to try to
18 Martin Walsh, President of the Columbia-Savin Hill Civic Association. Dorchester Beaches Public
Meeting. (Marr Boys' and Girl's Club, Dorchester, MA), March 12, 1996.
29 Edward Crowley, Member of the Clam Point Civic Association. Telephone Conversation. 10 April
1996.
'0 Carl Lunquist, Secretary/Historian, Dorchester Yacht Club. Personal Interview. 5 January 1996.
81 Robert O'Sullivan, Member of the Columbia/Savin Hill Civic Association. Telephone Conversation.
Personal Interview. 18 January 1996.
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accommodate both the needs of bathers and the natural ecosystem by obtaining a
"variance" for partial removal and replacement of the grass.
Transportation
While it is no longer serviced by a network of elevated trains, Dorchester has a
wealth of means of public transportation. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority subway "Red" line [see Map 3] has five stations in Dorchester proper and one
stop "Savin Hill" is less than a ten minute walk from the beach. There are also a number
of bus routes. In March 1996, local elected representatives met with MBTA officials
regarding the regularity of some bus liness2 as well as the commuter rail service at Uphams
Corner.
Savin Hill Beach is also accessible from the interior of Dorchester from Savin Hill
Avenue and from the exterior by way of Morrissey Boulevard. Two parking lots are
accessible from both approaches.
Over the years, there have been a number of factors that have strengthened and
weakened the bond between Dorchester communities and Savin Hill Beach. The impact
of those factors, however, is not exclusive; The Southeast Expressway may hamper
pedestrian traffic, but facilitate travel by car. The Planfor the Future of Boston Harbor
1 Diagrams showing the routes of those lines are included in the Appendix
83 Map 3 shows one and another one is located behind McConnell Park, which would be located in the
lower right-hand section of the map.
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Beaches provided suggestions for capitalizing upon and creating connectors and
mitigating barriers that influence usage of the harbor beaches.
CHAPTER THREE: BACK TO THE BEACHES
Value of a Beach
Many of the theories that favor open spaces and beaches in proximity to urban
settings implicitly deride urban settings. In the early 1900's, the public health
movement, which coincided with the sanitation movement, viewed the out of doors as
release valves for the pressures of urban living characterized by the crowded, unhealthy
conditions of tenement housing. In the majority of contemporary comprehensive urban
plans to extremely rare not to find some open green space. 4
84 However, there were those who did not share this adoration of open spaces. Jane Jacobs described the
value of interactive points and vibrancy to be found on ordinary public sidewalks. Unplanned open space
could be inappropriately designed, isolated and act as a magnet for unsociable behavior and crime. Jane
Jacobs. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. (New York, New York: Random House, 1961).
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Those involved in implementing the Planfor the Future of Boston Harbor
Beaches recognize the potential psychological benefits that can be realized by their
work. They also have specific, practical reasons for wanting communities to use the
beaches; The beaches are tangible returns on MWRA rate payers' investment in the
Harbor Project. Both the psychological values of and a pragmatic outlook towards
cleaner beaches informed the creation of the plan.
In this chapter, the Back to the Beach campaign is formally introduced. The
chapter describes how it came into being, what individuals and groups are involved in
it, why they are involved, what has been accomplished, and what work remains to be
done.
Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches
In 1991, Governor William Weld and Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn
simultaneously signed an executive Order to establish the Joint Commission on the
Future of Boston Harbor Beaches. The commission was directed to "coordinate,
develop, and recommend to the Governor and the Mayor, a plan for the restoration of
the beaches of Boston Harbor."8 5 The creation of this commission came in response to
indications that the federally mandated Boston Harbor Project had improved the
harbor's waters. The plan delineated a "new vision" for these urban beaches:
5 Lane, Frenchman and Associates, Inc. A Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches. 1993. 1-4.
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A New Vision for Urban Beaches"
1. Improved public access to the water's edge. The harbor's edge is a public access
system which would be continuous, providing expanded, inexpensive access to
regional recreation and amenities for urban constituencies. In addition to
swimming, the beach system should provide recreational opportunities for people of
all ages, and a respite for urban residents where they can enjoy the traditional
healthful benefits for the sea and open air. Major constituencies for these precious
resources include the elderly, who have the time but not the mobility to reach more
distant locations, the youth of the city, and urban families that do not want to travel
to the Cape or the North Shore.
2. Restoring the beaches back into the natural systems of which they were a part. The
beaches are a critical resource in the metropolitan park system of open space and
reserves, envisioned by Eliot and Baxter87 in the early 1890's. Improving the beach
while extending the regional effort to "regreen" the urban area within Route 128.
3. The beaches embody historical and cultural associations of nearby communities. As
part of the story of urban neighborhoods, the beaches have strong cultural
traditions which should be conserved and enhanced.
4. An enhanced the quality of life for urban residents. It must be recognized that
improving the quality of life of individual neighborhoods to attract people to live
and to stay is valuable to the entire region. These neighborhoods need to join with
local and state agencies in planning for and sharing responsibility for the beaches.
5. The beaches serving as educational settings. This location where the sea meets the
land is an unparalleled juncture for environmental education -- particularly the
Harbor Islands". These beaches can serve as learning sites, making particular use
of beach recreational activities such as bath houses.
6. Urban residents experiencing the beaches as a way of understanding their fragile
environment The beaches should include experiences with nature, information
about the Harbor's water and appreciation of the unique resources of the Islands.
The beach should be a place for an array of program and facilities that can be a
"gateway to understanding nature" within the city.
86 Ibid., -1.
87 While working at the Metropolitan Park Commission, Charles Eliot, a landscape architect, and
Sylvester Baxter, a writer, planned and directed the acquisition of almost 7,000 acres of reservation,
parkways, and water front land from 1893 to 1895
88 At George's Island, for example, staff conduct tours of Fort Warren and perform skits to illustrate life
19th century.
The Commission made recommendations to realize the aforementioned goals,
and most of them have been implemented. 9
* Propose a set offour beach types and assign standards for safety, sanitation, and
maintenance that would dictate the level and amount of resources dedicated
towards long-term maintenance, capital improvements, environmental protection,
andprogramming. The types are natural, urban edge, community, and regional.
Natural beaches, which includes Outer Malibu, would be allowed to continue to
revert to their natural state and the only intrusion of human beings would be
"selective pedestrian access" and "passive interpretative and educational
programs."90 Savin Hill, Inner Malibu, and Tenean have been designated
community beaches, which are projected to serve primarily the recreational needs
of local residents for seasonal uses. While maintaining some level of access for cars
(i.e., parking ) would be a goal, an emphasis would be place upon improving
pedestrian access to those beaches.
" Establish a Boston Harbor Beaches Fund- as a section 501(c)(3) Massachusetts
non-profit organization - to provide adequate resources for the agencies and
towns with management responsibilities towards the beaches, so that the beach
can be kept in good condition. In lieu of creating such an entity, an existing
organization (The Boston Harbor Association) was given that role and has been
working to make sure that physical improvements are made on schedule.
e The creation and implementation of a Beach Improvement Program with a capital
fund of $27,500,000 to be expended over a seven-year period. In July of 1994,
while surrounded by Boston Mayor Thomas Menino, other elected officials,
TBHA, and representatives of organizations that advocate for and/or have
responsibilities towards the harbor, Governor Weld announced at a press
conference held on Wollaston Beach, that he would sign a bill to allocate $30
million towards making capital improvements to the Boston Harbor Beaches
e Describe a communication and education strategy for delivering daily
information, education materials and programming, and monitoring. These tasks
have been carried out via the "Back to the Beaches" campaign.
89 Lane, Frenchman and Associates, Inc. A Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches. 1993.1-6-1-7.
* Ibid. 4-5.
Back to the Beaches
Founded in 1973 to promote a clean, alive, and accessible harbor, The Boston
Harbor Association9' was designated to assume the role of the Boston Harbor Beaches
Fund. As such, TBHA took a lead in developing communication and promotional
materials, garnering media attention, and meeting with communities. The other partner
in this campaign has been the Metropolitan District Commission (MDC). Founded in
1893, the agency manages the Metropolitan Park System, which includes parks
reservations, beaches, and historic sites. The MDC also owns and manages
recreational facilities, such as swimming pools and ice skating rinks.
During the Summer of 1995, The Boston Harbor Association (TBHA)
and the Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) went out to neighborhoods in the
Boston Metropolitan area to let people know the latest news about the Boston Harbor
Beaches. "Family Day" events allowed communities to become (re)aquatinted with
their neighboring beaches. From June to August, TBHA, the MDC, and the MBTA
held heavily publicized "Family Day" events at each of the five beach regions. Flyers
were made available at Boston area conferences, and bright yellow and red posters
advertising the event were displayed in public buses and subway trains. Press releases,
which touted the harbor's improved water quality, were sent to a variety of media
sources (i.e., The Boston Globe, The Boston Herald, the Dorchester Argus-Citizen,
91 While fulfilling its responsibility to the beaches, TBHA also worked with the National Water Funding
Council to secure a $2150 million grant for the Harbor Clean-Up, initiated "Harbor Bound," an
educational program for student attending high schools in urban areas, as well as played an active role in
the planning for the Harborwalk and the Fan Pier Courthouse. " TBHA's 1994 Accomplishments".
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The Dorchester Reporter): "By improving the Harbor's water quality, the
Massachusetts Water Resource Authority (MWRA) has successfully made
neighborhood beaches like Savin Hill (Dorchester) and Constitution (East Boston)
swimmable."
The Savin Hill/Malibu Beach event was held in conjunction with the 4th Annual
Turtle 5K Fun Run. Complementary food, music performed by three bands, and
organized activities were all a part of the Savin Hill Celebration. Although many of the
representatives of the organizations involved were pleased with both their own and the
communities' efforts, they quickly began conceptualizing more methods that would
have potential long-term impacts upon (re)interjecting the beaches into the collective
minds of communities and developing constituencies for the beaches. Figure 7 shows
all of the improvements scheduled for Savin Hill/Inner Malibu.
Figure 7
Seven Year Capital
Improvement
Program
Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Restore pedestrian $578,251 $86,738 $491,513 $0 $0 $0
promenade
Beach Restoration $1,007,000 $503,500 $503,500 $0 $0 $0
Cooperative Programs $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
with Yacht Club
Neighborhood Beach $10,000 $0 $0 $10,000 $0 $0
exhibit/signage
Bathhouse Renovation $720,000 $0 $108,000 $612,000 $0 $0
Savin Hill Cove $105,600 $0 $0 $0 $105,600 $0
Pedestrian/Bike Path
Commercial Point $52,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 $52,800
Pedestrian/Bike Path
Beach flags $7,500 $7,500 $0 $0 $0 $0
$2,481,151 $597,738 $1,103,01 $622,000 $105,600 $52,800
To attain the two aforementioned longer-term goals, TBHA and MDC continue
to work with communities. A "Harbor Water Quality Task Force," which is composed
of Dorchester residents and staff from TBHA, MDC, Save the Harbor/Save the Bay,
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, Boston Water Sewage
Commission, MWRA, and others, was formed to address primarily the environmental
condition of the beaches. One of the main projects that the group has undertaken is
developing more advanced outreach materials. While maintaining the emphasis upon
the desirability of the beaches, the members are drafting literature to also inform
bathers about the relationship between rainy weather, CSO's, and swimming
conditions. Another issue being addressed is whether beach testing should occur more
frequently.
At the same time, public meetings continue to be held to keep communities
informed of the progress of the improvements and to enlist suggestions regarding those
improvements or for others. During a March meeting to discuss the Dorchester
Beaches, representatives from Aubrey, Normandeau, and Sasaki Associates 92 presented
the history and described the environmental conditions of Savin Hill, Malibu, and
Tenean Beaches to the small, knowledgeable, and enthusiastic group of residents.
Building upon its past successes, the "Back to the Beaches" campaign's
communication strategy is entering a more challenging stage. In addition to "selling"
92 Firms specializing in landscaping, planning, and environmental services.
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the benefits of the beaches, organizers and residents are putting forth information to
make sure that beachgoers know when to best enjoy the beaches. The development of
these "new" messages as well as that of the plan and other aspects of the campaign
demonstrate a collaboration among "responsible" agencies, harbor advocates, and
residents.
CHAPTER FOUR: COMMUNITIES' VIEWS
The Joint Commission on the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches is one of the
most recent initiatives to mobilize the public to contribute plans for Boston Harbor. In
1970, Chapter 742 was enacted and called for the creation of a "Harborpark," which
was to entail city control of development along the harbor edge and an eight-mile
pedestrian way ("Harborwalk"). 93 Representative Gerry Studds has been leading
efforts to have the Boston Harbor Islands State Park designated a Boston Harbor
National Recreation Area. This would entail the National Park Service assuming
management responsibilities for the islands. Boston Harbor Visions Charrette
(September 23-25, 1994) provided a forum for individual citizens, harbor advocates,
and government officials to conceptualize plans for increasing "physical, psychological,
and visual " access to the harbor by promoting transportation, economic development,
recreation, education and celebration of symbols. Each of these initiatives has
involved eliciting communities' views on how to reconnect people with harbor.94
The development of the Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches,
however, is almost unprecedented in its level of public participation. Appointed by
Government Weld and Mayor Flynn, the Joint Commission consisted of community
representatives and government officials. It was charged with: (1) reviewing and
93 Today the plans are for a 43 mile Harborwalk.
94 During the South Boston/Dorchester Open House, one of six held as part of the Charette, people there
stressed the need for maintenance, new or improved facilities, and new sand. "Community Perspectives
on Boston Harbor" Briefing Book., 65.
representatives and government officials. It was charged with: (1) reviewing and
understanding the ongoing work that various agencies and groups were implementing
in the harbor areas; (2) understanding an existing condition assessment exercise and
managing a continuing public process; (3) raising monies to fund the functioning of the
Joint Commission; (4) developing a blueprint to guide further planning for the beaches
of Boston Harbor.95
As part of the "public process," the Commission held public meetings and
distributed questionnaires to engage communities to project a future for the beaches
and to increase the commission's understanding of the issues that such plans would
have to address. A few communities took a lead in contributing to this process; the
Savin Hill Focus Group was formed specifically to prove specific and detailed action
items for Savin Hill and Malibu Beaches. The following is a discussion of the results the
Beaches Commission obtained from the questionnaires it distributed to individuals
concerned about the Dorchester Shores Beaches.
1992 Beaches Commission Questionnaire
The Beaches Commission distributed questionnaires at an October 1, 1992 public
meeting held to discuss the Dorchester Beaches, and in "The Neighbors," the
Columbia-Savin Hill Civic Association's newsletter. Eight open-ended questions were
posed about the Boston Harbor Beaches and Islands visitation, and gave people a
9s Lane, Frenchman and Associates. Plan for the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches, 1993, 1-4.
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chance to make suggestions regarding improvements for the beaches and ways to
publicize those improvements.
The fourteen individuals, who provided responses to the questionnaire,
represented a number of communities (i.e., Savin Hill, Roxbury, Westboro) and had
varying experiences at the beaches. One person "did not know that Dorchester had
public beaches," while another person carefully explained the negative environmental
impact of having sediments building up (literally). The most frequent response can be
expressed by these two sentiments: The "beaches are basically dirty" and are "in need
of more attention". The responses, however, also reflect a desire for a clean, safe, and
nearby beach. The respondents pointed out serious issues that needed to be addressed,
and at the same time revealed a connection to the beach; They continued to go there
despite those issues. Some of those recurring serious issues included:
0 maintenance
0 more available facilities
0 improvements.
Most of the respondents (9 out of 14) stated that they had recently visited Savin
Hill or Malibu Beach (7) and either drove or walked there: 9 of the 12 people who
responded to this question chose those two options. The respondents expressed a
universal" concern about the condition of the area beaches.
96 Those who said that they went to local beaches and those who said that they did not.
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1996 Boston Harbor Beaches and Recreational Areas Questionnaire
To further illuminate the issues surrounding the reconnecting of Dorchester
communities to their beaches, I conducted a survey in the study neighborhood. This
section presents the results of a questionnaire on the usage of and opinions regarding
the Boston Harbor Beaches and other recreational areas. This questionnaire was
conducted to assess beach usage and perceptions of people who live, work, travel,
and/or pursue recreational activities in Dorchester, Massachusetts.
The following results are of 88 individuals. 77 respondents indicated their sex:
61% being female and 39% being male. The majority of the respondents were between
the ages of 20 and 39 (63.2%); 18.4% were under 20 years old and the same
percentage applied to those who were 40 years old and older. 56.7% were residents of
Dorchester, 28.4% lived outside of Dorchester, but in Boston, and 14.9% lived outside
of Boston.97
During the month of April, questionnaires were distributed in person to 21 sites,
which included recreational & fitness centers, health clinics, learning institutions, youth
centers, a MBTA bus/subway station, a function hall, libraries, churches, a beauty
salon, a bakery, civic association meetings, and a cafe. The bulk of the responses (76)
97 74 individuals responded to this question.
were completed and collected the same day. The remaining responses (12) were
returned by mail or picked up a few days to a few weeks after they were distributed.
The survey instrument contained 16 closed-ended questions, three open
questions, and an "additional comments" section.
The survey had several objectives. The first goal was to measure levels of usage
of beaches, The second objective was to learn why people do or do not visit those
beaches, and moreover, how they perceive the value of the beaches. The third
objective was to determine the usage of other recreational areas and the reason why
people go there.
The following are a few general observations:
1. Males (58%) are more likely to visit Savin Hill Beach than females (42%);
However, females (66%) visited other beaches more often than males (33%).
2. The age cohort 20-39 reported the highest level of beach going (65%). Among
those 20 years old or younger 19% went to beaches; among those 40 and older
15% used those areas.
3. A similar break down applies to Savin Hill Beach: 62%, 29%, and 8%.
4. Dorchester residents (62%) more frequently reported visiting beaches than Boston
residents (25%) or residents living beyond Boston (11%).
5. Almost half (44.9%) of all residents describe the harbor's water quality as being
poor.
Usage
44.1% of the 88 respondents indicated that they had visited Savin Hill Beach
within the past five years; 37.3% had visited Malibu Beach, 22% had gone to Tenean,
and 64.4% noted that they had gone to "Other" beaches.98 The break down for
Dorchester residents who had gone to the beach within five years is as follows:
Savin Hill 50%
Malibu 46.9%
Tenean 37.5%
Other 65.6%
63 individuals responded to the question, "When you go to the beach, do you
go..
On Your Own 27.%
With Family
Members 49.2%
With Friends 63.5%
With a Group 9.5%
Other 1.6%
24 people who reported that they went to Savin Hill Beach also indicated what
activities they pursued while there:
Cycling 4
Reading 4
Relaxing 16
Swimming 4
Other 7
28 people who indicated that they visited Savin Hill Beach also noted how they
traveled there: Walked 11, Drove 14;Took the bus 2; Rode bicycle 3; Took the subway
4; Other 1.
98 Other referred to non-Dorchester Boston Harbor Beaches, as well as beaches in other area (i.e., Cape
Cod, Virginia, New Hampshire).
Barriers
As expected, concerns about water quality topped respondents' list as to why it
has been more than five years since they have visited the beach and why they have not
gone to the Boston Harbor Beaches. [see Charts I and 2]. A few people explained
that they weren't interested in going to the beaches under any circumstances. As one
man from West Roxbury described it, "Don't like the sun. Don't like the beach - not a
beach person." As "Less racism" was listed as a reason to return to the beaches,
racism can be considered a barrier. Some people cited the community unrest and
violence that followed the federal court order that mandated desegregation of Boston
public schools in 1974 as reasons for having to find other beaches to visit.
Connectors
A large number of people agreed that there is value in the traditional benefits of
the sea and open air. Over half of the 61 respondents indicated that one of their reasons
for going to the beach was simply because they "like being near the water," while
34.4% felt that it was "Pleasant to be there." The responses "To get exercise" and
"Easy to get to" were also important, at 29.5% and 32.8%, respectively.
[see Chart 3]
BOSTON HARBOR BEACHES AND RECREATIONAL AREAS QUESTIONNAIRE
Why have you never visited Boston Harbor Beaches?
N=60
BOSTON HARBOR BEACHES AND RECREATIONAL AREAS QUESTIONNAIRE
Why Haven't Been to Beaches in Five Years
(percentages)
Other 12%
Water not clean transportation
Not safe
4%
4%
Too much noise
Not pretty 4%
ack of facilities
Beaches not clean 18%
Don't like beaches
Never been there
Better alternatives
No time 6%10%
6%
51 respondents
4%
4%
6%
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5(B) Please list three or four things which would encourage you to go back to the
beaches"
Cleaner beaches 57.5%
Cleaner water 48.4%
More community activities 21.2%
Less racism 15.1%
More lifeguards 9 %
Parking 9 %
More vendors 9 %
More security 6 %
Cleaner restrooms 6 %
No dogs 6 %
More information/marketing 6 %
Overall, the respondents were interested in the prospects of restoring the Boston
Harbor Beaches. " I love the beach and yearn for something closer than the Cape," a
woman from Dorchester stated. A woman from Mattapan wrote, "I applaud any
efforts to upgrade our beaches and neighborhoods and am available to support
publicly."
9 N=33.
CHAPTER FIVE: RECOMMENDATIONS
There is much that can be learned from the effort to reconnect the public to Savin
Hill Beach through the "Back to the Beaches" campaign. Some of the lessons may be
relevant to restorative projects in other urban areas.
1. Sharing Stories: Developing appropriate channels of
communication and information connectors
In any community there are sources of information that individuals consider
trustworthy. Any organization with natural resource management responsibilities
should rely on these channels for communication and not just major media sources or
public meetings. Community based outreach needs to be carefully structured. If the
interest is in reaching a large, dispersed audience, a regional daily newspaper might be
helpful. but community based outreach should be supplement by more localized and
targeted efforts.
Neighborhood newspapers, churches, social clubs, health clinics, day care
facilities, and recreational centers, supermarkets, beauty salons/barber shops, and public
transportation stations/stops are all possible information connectors. The rationale for
using these connections is that they (1) reach people where they already are; (2)
demonstrate respect for and acknowledge the unique characteristics of a community;
(3) are responsive to how a community works, who influences them, and how
messages are shared and disseminated. Agencies should also test innovative means for
reaching a wide range of people including the internet, cable television, and
promotional events in appropriate languages in conjunction with local business. It may
be necessary to create a new advocacy group or coalition to serve as information
broker.
As discussed in Chapter Two, Dorchester has several existing information
connectors that keep residents informed about events and initiatives both within and
outside of their communities. The following are connectors that have worked well:
* TBHA and MDC working with individual members of Columbia/Savin Hill Civic
Association, principal and teachers at Russell School, and staff at St. Peter's
Church, to encourage them to present information about the beaches and to offer to
speak to their constituents.
e TBHA and MDC maintained a consistent presence at community events (i.e.,
Dorchester Day Parade, Dorchester Clean-up Day, Project HOPE) to support
community initiatives.
* Agency representatives write articles and contacted reporters at The Dorchester
Reporter, the Dorchester Community News, and the Dorchester Argus-Citizen
about the beach restoration and specific events aimed at reconnecting communities
with the beaches.
e Flyers and other written materials were made available in popular areas (i.e., library
branches, Federated Settlement Houses sites, Dorchester YMCA)
2. Vibrancy: Creating signs of the revival
While it is important for people to hear "the message" that an area is now usable
and safe, the physical appearance of the area needs to support that message. If a
natural resource area looks unclean, if there is no sign of clean-up activities or ongoing
improvement efforts, the message will not be credible. Thus, there is a need to have
visible signs that there are people at work improving the area, and that this space is,
indeed, inhabited. No matter how insignificant such signs might seem, they will
influence residents' attitudes towards the success of reclamation efforts.
Specifically at Savin Hill, the following kinds of signage are under consideration.
Staging of events that will affect the psychological connection that people have to the
beach have been accomplished.
* Signs designating this area as Savin Hill Beach and restating the beach's history:
originally a salt marsh, a very popular beach during the 1920's, part of a resort area,
etc.
" Signs indicating the hours of operation for the bath house as well as the hours that
lifeguards are on duty.
* Posting notice regarding scheduled clean-up days.
* Events that bring local celebrities (i.e.,, state representatives, members of
professional sports teams) to the beach.
* If use of the beach is restricted at any point, signs should include high bacterial
levels cause by rain overflowing of CSO's, which are being rebuilt.
" Ongoing social or sports events organized by the Colonel Daniel Marr Boys' and
Girls' Club, the Dorchester YMCA, the Dorchester Yacht Club.
3. Influencing the Perception of Risks
For an area to be successfully reclaimed, residents need reassurance that the risks
to health, safety, or the environment have been reduced or eliminated. Many
communities are highly sophisticated about issues of risk and if an agency wants to be
taken seriously by a community, assurances that it offers must be accurate. If risks
remain, they should be acknowledged honestly, and not glossed over. If there are ways
that residents can, through their own efforts, further reduce or eliminate risks, those
should be communicated so that residents can have some control and take some
responsibility for decision-making.
The following list contains risks that public and/or involved agencies have judged
to be serious risks.
* Sediments and the potential impacts of the dredging of the Beades Bridge
aqueducts as part of the Morrissey Boulevard renovation were perceived as risky
by both the agencies and the public.
* Massachusetts Highway Department's efforts to comply with EPA Clean Air Act
requirements by creating HOV were perceived as an effective risk reduction
measure by the relevant agencies, but not by the public.
* Dorchester Yacht Club's activities were perceived as risky by the public, but not by
the agencies.
* Combined sewage overflow and run-off from pipes from the Southeast Expressway
the public and agencies.
* The MDC beach testing program - schedule and frequency of Savin Hill Beach's
testing, location of testing points, what the tests indicate - was regarded as
important risk reduction methods by the agencies. The public needs to have the
results of that testing explained.
e The existence of the sea grass and the significance of salt marshes were viewed as
an annoyance and risk by the public, but not by the agency.
4. Stressing the Benefits
When trying to get people to return to an area, it has to be clear regarding the
benefits that can reaped from restoration Why should members of communities make
time to visit a resource, and what will be there to greet them? The physical signs of
vibrancy inform people visually that changes are being made, but those alone are not
enough to get them to make repeated visits. Opportunities, for example, organized
activities, concession area(s), financial rewards, educational materials, are all important
to rekindling a long-term interest in an area.
In addition to the "traditional benefits of beaches," at Savin Hill Beach there are
other potential benefits worth emphasizing:
* Concession stand(s) located where former food service establishments were years
ago.
" Educational displays of flora and animal life in the salt marshes, depicting mussels,
snails, grasses found there.
" Job opportunities for lifeguards and other workers from the immediate
communities.
" Tables and grills for cook-outs and other social gatherings.
" Organized swimming lessons, sand castle contests, concerts, and volleyball
tournaments with involvement of TBHA, MDC, City of Boston, Dorchester
YMCA, Daniel Marr Boys' and Girls' Club, and the Dorchester Yacht Club.
5. Ensuring accountability and responsibility
Communities need to know who is responsible for long-term maintenance for a
reclaimed resource. To that end agencies/organization must let communities know
what their roles are, what authority they have, and be approachable. Similarly,
agencies need to know who they can count on to assist with either maintenance or
other support tasks. There needs to be some method of accounting for and
acknowledging promises that have been made. Of course, such actions can influence
the level of trust among parties.
In the case of Savin Hill Beach, responsibility was established in several ways:
* Contact was established and maintained with the Savin Hill community about the
nearby beach and the progress of the restorative efforts.
" Responsibility was shared for coordinating events.
" Signage was added to encourage proper disposal of litter, keeping dogs on leashes,
and collecting dog wastes.
There can be physical and non-physical barriers at a site even after mitigation
efforts have reduced the risks of resuming use of it. Moreover, to encourage usage of
such a site connectors need to be identified. Clearly, then an inventory of factors that
could discourage and encourage a rejoining of a community and a site is important.
This process can and should involve the potential and desired users of the site in order
to build a foundation for future collaborative efforts. In this way communities will be
partners in communicating "new" messages and aiding in the maintenance of
restoration.
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TABLE IV
Metropolitan District Commission
Beach Testing 1995
RANGE OF RESULTS
NORTH SHORE Enterococcus/100mi MF Fecal Coliform/100ml MF
Lowest Result Highest Result Lowest Result Highest Result
Sandy Beach @a Upper Mystic 2 82 5 139
Pearce Lake @ Breakheart 2 190 5 660
Peckem Pond @ Camp Nihan 2 68 5 62
Kings Beach - Swampscott (non MDC) 2 2800 * 5 2280
- Stacey Brook Outlet 2 2000 5 4300
- Lynn . Kimball Rd. 2 460 5 3400
Lynn @ Nahant St. 2 2000 5 3000
Nahant @ Bathhouse 2 430 5 260
Ca 1/2 way house 2 66 5 145
r South Site 2 38 5 505
Revere @ Oak Island St. 2 132 5 465
Z- Bathhouse 2 70 5 42
4- Beach St. 2 190 5 40
Short Beach 2 510 5 555
Winthrop Beach 2 103 5 92
Consutution ® Norh Site 2 80 5 3360
(, Bathhouse 2 - 94 5 2620
@ South Site 2 74 5 2370
SOUTH SHORE
Pleasure Bay W Broadway 2 36 5 130
Carson Beach @ MI St. 2 50 5 42
I St. 2 41 5 188
@ Bathhouse 2 28 5 40
Beades Bridge 2 145 5 2220
Malibu Beach @g, Bathhouse 2 37 5 148
Savin Hill Beach (a- Bayside 2 70 5 98
Tenean Beach @ North Site 2 550 5 4000
@ Middle Site 2 54 5 275
@ South Site 2 37 5 132
Wollaston Beach @ Milton St. 2 100 5 4000
@ Channing St. 2 61 5 4000
( Sachem St. 2 2000 5 4'100
@ Rice Rd. 2 42 5 522
Nantasket Beach @a North Site 2 460 5 282
@ Water St. 2 22 5 65
@ Bathhouse 2 29 5 78
@ Park St. 2 41 5 110
Houghtons Pond @ Bathhouse 2 97 8 115
Lovell's Island 2 2 5 5
The laboratory's typical reporting range for fecal coliforf i6-
* Result above typical reporting range.
4,000 CFU/I00mL; for enterococcus 2 - 2.000 CFU/I00ml.
TABLE II
Metropolitan District Commission
Beach Testing 1995
RESAMPLING DATA
NORTH SHORE | No. of Times Collected
Enterococcus Fecal Colifor
No. of
Wednesday
mn Collections
No. of Recollections
Enterococcus
Sandy Beach @ Upper Mystic 15 15 14 1 1 _ _ _
Pearce Lake @Breakheart 17 17 14 3 3
Peckem Pond ,Camp Nihan 15 15 14 1 1
Kings Beach - Swampscott (non MDC) 22 22 i 12 10 10
- Stacey Brook Outlet 20 20 10 10 10
- Lynn 1i Kimball Rd. 22 22 12 10 10
Lynn @ Nahant St. 20 20 12 8 8
Nahant @ Bathhouse 15 15 13 2 2
C1/2 way house 15 15 13 2 2
cSouth Site 15 15 13 2 2
Revere ZOak Island St. 13 13 12 1 1
CBathhouse 13 13 12 1 1
0, Beach St. 13 13 12 1 1
Short Beach 13 13 13 0 0
Winthrop Beach 14 14 14 0 0
Constitution q, North Site 28 28 14 14 14
(Bathhouse 28 28 14 14 14
t', South Site 28 28 14 i 14 14
SOUTH SHORE
Pleasure Bay Broadway 14 14 14 . 0 0
Carson Beach M St. 14 14 9 5 5
I St. 14 14 9 5. 5
CBathhouse 14 14 9 5 5
Beades Bridge 16 16 13 -3 3
Malibu Beach i- Bathhouse 17 18 8 9 10
Savin Hill Beach r', Bayside 15 15 8 7 7
Tenean Beach @ North Site 18 18 7 11 11
0Middle Site 18 18 7 11 11
0South Site 17 17 7 10 10
Wollaston Beach @ Milton St. 23 23 j 10 13 13
@Channing St. 24 24 11 13 13
@ Sachem St. 24 23 11 13 12
@ Rice Rd. 24 24 11 13 13
Nantasket Beach J North Site 13 13 13 0 0
@ Water St. 13 13 13 0 0
@ Bathhouse 13 13 1 13 0 0
@ Park St. 13 1
Houghtons Pond Bathhouse 14 14 14
Lovell's Island I 1 1
U I
0 0
I 0 0 _
010
Fecal Coliform
TABLE III
Metropolitan District Commission
Beach Testing 1995
CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF BEACH POSTINGS
65
Reason for Posting Beach Type
DATE LOCATION Fecal Coliform Enterococcus Coastal Fresh
6/7/95 Kings Beach E C
6/7/95 Lynn Beach F E C
6/7/95 Sandy Beach E I F
6/7/95 Short Beach F E C
6/21/95 Sandy Beach E F
6/21/95 Pearce Lake E F
6/21/95 Kings Beach F E C
6/21/95 Lynn Beach F E C
6/28/95 Constitution Beach F C
7/5/95 Kings Beach F E C
7/5/95 Lynn Beach F E C
7/5/95 Peckham Pond E F
7/19/95 Wollaston Beach F C
7/26/95 Kings Beach F E C
7/26/95 Lynn Beach F E C
7/26/95 Constitution Beach F I C
7/27/95 Pearce Lake F F
7/28/95 Kings Beach F C
7/28/95 Lynn Beach F C
8/2/95 Wollaston Beach F C
8/5/95 Wollaston Beach F C
8/5/95 Constitution Beach F C
8/9/95 Wollaston Beach F
8/10/95 Tenean Beach F C
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January 25, 1993
Preliminary Draft Proposal
Malibu Bay, Dorchester has a variety of significant issues
that need to be addressed in order for this community
resource to be revitalized.
1WIONIA. The community has identified the following items as
requiring resolution. This list is preliminary and not all
inclusive.
City of Boston
The Environment o
Department
- cleanup and regular trash pickup
- lighting
Raymond L. Flynn - benches
Mayor - beach sand replenishment/nourishment
Lorraine M.. Downey - walkway and prevention of auto access
Director 0 Maintenance Policy:
ikctunCity ia/'Room890i - salt marsh grass growth
rio'swn-%W3.achusctts 02201 
- bath house and lifeguards61763i--.ii6or6W3-i4o-ho s an
o Water Quality and Dredging
- beach sediment issues
- navigational channel
- sand clogged viaducts under the Beades Bridge
o Yacht Club
- Sewer Easement
- Navigational Channel/dredging
o Beades Bridge
- Fixed Bridge vs. Movable
- New Bridge vs. Rehabilitation
- Potential relocation of the Yacht Club
o Expressway
- walkway
- storm runoff
Suqgestion:
Formation of a subcommittee of the Beaches Commission to
comprehensively study the Malibu Bay, Dorchester area and
report recommendations to the Commission by May 1, 1993.
The subcommittee assigned to study Malibu Bay should consist
of community members, state environmental regulatory staff,
elected officials, and be chaired jointly by the Beaches
Commission and Urban Harbors Institute.
Air Pollution COntrl, Boston Art. Back Bay Architecturai, Beacon Hdil Architectural, Boston Landmarks and the CUnwrvaium ConannoII
Savin Hill Bay Focus Group Final Draft Recommendations
July 12, 1993 - (changes from 5/17 in bold)
These Final Draft Recommendations are to be submitted to the Commission
on the Future of Boston Harbor Beaches. The Focus Group requests that
the Beaches Commission pursue funding in order to set into action, the
below listed recommendations developed through this unique cooperative
effort.
The above section will be supplemented in separate cover letters to the
Beaches Commission and relevant -agencies which will outline the
membership, schedule, purpose, program and goals of the Focus Group.
Metronolitan District Commission (MDC) Commitments for Sumer 1993:
o The bath house will be staffed every day of the week from 10:00 AM
to 6:00 PM regardless of the weather. MDC lifeguards will pick up
debris and litter from the beach on a daily basis. Lifeguards will
conduct beach user and parking counts on a consistent basis both
for weekend and midweek use. Lifeguards will record their
impressions of use and any received suggestions or complaints.
o MDC shall sponsor lifeguard training for neighborhood residents at
the Dorchester YMCA and will coordinate resident participation with
the Columbia Savin Hill Civic Association.
o MDC commitments for 1993 summer improvements include: walkway
repaving, additional trash barrel placement & regular maintenance,
repair of existing benches and addition of new benches if
necessary, repair of existing walkway lights and installation of
brighter bulbs as needed and if feasible addition of new lights
along the walkway as far as the Beades Bridge, tree plantings, and
use of the beach sanitizer throughout the beach area at least twice
during the season.
o MDC water quality testing program shall include weekly testing at
Savin Hill Beach. UMass-Boston water quality experts shall consult
with the MDC project director on appropriate testing locations. To
complement MDC postings of water quality test results at the
bathhouse, Dorchester Yacht Club shall raise a red flag for beach
closure or a green flag for beach opening. UMass-Boston water
quality experts will coordinate with the MDC in undertaking a wet
weather water quality testing program.
o MDC should provide information on the drainage of Morrissey
Boulevard, Beades Bridge and the bathhouse parking lot.
o The- MDC should clarify the boundaries of its permit to the
Dorchester Yacht Club (DYC) as stipulated by DYC's relocation
agreement with the Commonwealth. Those facilities which are for
the exclusive use of the DYC should be identified. The entire
beach area of the bay should have full public access and measures
should be taken to ensure there are no barriers to access and the
public is aware of the right to access.
71 1
IDC & Other Aaencv Lona term Ccmitments:
o The Savin Hill Bay Focus Group in its entirety should be included
on the community mailing list of the Morrissey Boulevard/Beades
Bridge Rehabilitation Project.
o The MDC should conduct an assessment of beach usage and capacity.
MDc should contact Karst Hoogdboom, Department of Environmental
Management (DEM) for guidance in conducting this assessment.
o The Beaches Commission should review the results of the Savin Hill
Cove studies undertaken by John Walsh with a Mass Bays Citizen
Action Grant. Study results may apply to the Savin Hill Bay and
future grant proposal opportunities.
o The Beaches Commission and members of the Focus Group should
assemble all available historical maps to create a Savin Hill Bay
library at the Urban Harbors Institute. A review of the Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) & MDC archives should be
undertaken to ensure all relevant data has been identified.
o Members of the Focus Group recognize the conflict of community
beach use with Commonwealth law protecting the existing salt marsh.
In an effort to identify a solution which mutually benefits these
competing interests, the Focus Group recommends that the Beaches
Commission support the immediate undertaking of an alternatives
analysis to identify options to maximize community swimming use of
the beach area, salt marsh protection, and improved water quality.
The alternatives analysis should identify a full range of options
and include the following alternatives discussed by this group.
(1) Management of the bay area to protect the existing natural
resources in a manner compatible with active recreational use.
Components of this option may include regular beach cleaning, sand
nourishment, and determination of the best means to provide ac.cess
to the water and protect salt marsh (i.e. boardwalk over the salt
marsh). (2) Community members of this focus group seek selection
of the alternative which will provide maximum recreational use of
the beach. Implementation of such an alternative would include
removal of impacting salt marsh. This option would need a DEP
wetlands variance which would require demonstration that there are
no reasonable alternatives, that mitigation measures are included
to ensure the project contributes to the protection of wetlands
interests, and that there is an overriding community interest. The
scope for the Environmental Notification Form of the Morrissey
Boulevard/Beades Bridge Rehabilitation Project should include all
studies required for this alternatives analysis.
o The IHlD should produce a Southeast Expressway Drainage Report for
the Beaches Commission. This Focus Group supports the addition of
appropriate oil and grit separation devices and their maintenance,
if the existing system does not operate effectively.
2
o The Southeast Expressway embankment should receive regular
maintenance and improved plantings as a visual and noise buffer.
The MHD shall produce a design plan for community review and
approval.
o The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority should identify
opportunities to mitigate noise impacts to the Savin Hill Bay area.
o The Boston Water & Sewer Commission (BWSC) should produce a report
on drainage for the Savin Hill area. All feasible means should be
pursued to decommission the bay's existing emergency overflow CSO.
If an emergency overflow should occur, the BWSC will notify the
community and MDC. The Focus Group supports BWSC efforts to
identify and eliminate illegal tie-ins and implementation of
appropriate oil separation and encourages these activities to
continue in the impact area on a consistent basis.
o The Focus Group fully supports DEP efforts to proceed on a fast
track Phases 1 & 2 Site Assessment at 140 Freeport Street. The
impact of contamination on the bay should be studied.
o The Beaches Commission should investigate water quality testing of
clam beds to deter-mine the health of area shellfish resources.
o The Beaches Commission should pursue every opportunity to fund
studies required to yield a comprehensive understanding of the
Savin Hill Bay. Many of the required studies are cited in the
above listed set of recommendations. In addition, the Focus Group
anticipates that additional studies will be required of baywide
sedimentation under different scenarios (dredging, culvert opening
or closing, and beach nourishment) and of water quality impacts
from the Neponset River and harborwide tidal flow.
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Summer, 1995 Beach Events
Kick off Event:
Castle Island
Pleasure Bay
Carson Beach
June 24, 1995
11:00 am - 11:30 am
Dixieland Music
11:30 am
Castle Island Tot Lot
Ribbon Cutting
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm Beach Activities:
" Swimming Lessons
" Kile Making
" Face Painting
" Volleyball
" Live Music
* Canoe, Kayak & WindsurlCr Demos
* New Englaid Aquarium - Tidal Pool Fun
1:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Search and rescue and water events
2:00 pm
Back to Beaches Program
2:30 pm - 4:00 pm
Concert on the beach
For imore information, call
(617) 727-1300 x 555
MDC Beach Day
events in your area
Winthrop Beach, Winthrop
July 15, 1995 - Beach Family Day
11:00am - 4:00 pin
Wollaston Beach, Quincy
July 16, 1995 - Beach Family Day
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Constitution Beach, East Boston
July 29, 1995 - Beach Family Day
I1:00am - 4:00 pm
Savin Hill & Malibu Beaches,
Dorchester
August 19, 1995 - Beach Family Day
10:00 am Turtle 5 K & Fun Run
For race info. call (617) 825-9103
11:00 am - 4:00 pm Beach Activities
Brought to you by:
William F. Weld, Governor
Argeo Paul Cellucci, Lt. Governor
Trudy Coxe, Secretary, EOEA
David B. Balfour, Jr., Commissioner, MDC
Thonias M. Menino, Mayor, City of Boston
The Boston Harbor Association
Back to the Beaches
A Photographic Essay on Boston
Harbor Beaches
July 6-29, 1995
Boston Room
Boston Public Library, Copley Square
Hours:
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
The Boston Harbor Association, a non-profit organiza-
tion founded in 1973 to promote a clean, alive, and ac-
cessible Boston Harbor, is working in coniunction with
the Metropolitan District Commission and State and
City Officials to restore and enhance Boston Harbor
beaches to their former glory. The dramatically im-
proved water quahty, a result of work by - the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority and the
Boston Water and Sewer Commission, have made the
dream of swimmable Boston Harbor beaches a reality.
The Boston Harbor Association and the Art Institute
of Boston have collaborated to create this photographic
essay to encourage you and your tamily to go -Back
to the Beaches."
@ 1995 by Wendy Mimran
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Up & Cong
In & Around
Dorchester
Dorchester is a
Waterfront Community
Here are the afternoon high
tides upcoming two weeks in
Dorchester Bay at local beaches,
including Tenean, Malibu and
Savin Hill:
Aug 10 - 10.46 Aug 14 - 2.41Aug 11 - 11.41 Aug 15 - 3.28Aug 12 - 12.16 Aug 16 - 4.17
Aug 13 - 1.05
Farmer's Market
Comfest is Saturday in
Fields Corner
The Fields Corner Farmers'
Market, open Saturdays 9 a.m.-
12noon through October, will host
a Corn fest this Saturday, Aug. 12
at 10 a.m. Free samples of sweet
native corn from local farmers will
he given away. The outdoor event
takes place at Dot Ave., corner of
Park Street.
Think Cool! Register
Teams Now for Men's
Ice Hockey
The Neponset Men's Ice Hocley
League is now accepting team ap-
plications for the upcoming sea-
son, which begins in September
and runs thru April,. 1996. Games
are played at the Devine Rink in
Neponset. Contact John
McDonald at 282-9336.
5th Annual Savin Hill
Turtle Run is Planned
The 4th annual Turtle 5K Fun
Run through Savin Hill is planned
for Saturday, Aug. 19 at Savin
Hill Beach, in conjucntion with
Savin Hill Beach Day. The race is
held in memory of John "Turtle"
Doherty and other departed Savin
Hill residents. Proceeds will ben-
efit St. William's School; call 825-
9103 to register.
MWRA Chief "In Thew" At Tenean
Conditions at Local Beaches Continue to Improve
by Bill Forry
(FIRST IN A SERIES)
With Labor Day weekend just around
the corner, many Dorchester residents
have already used up those precious
days of vacation time and are prepar-
ing to endure the last few weeks of
summer in the city. But, even if the
Cape or other cool destinations are not
on your horizon in August, there are
alternatives right here in Dorchester
and Boston proper that may help re-
lieve the boredom and heat of the last
summer stretch.
In recent decades, those of us who
live in close proximity to Boston Har-
bor have largely shunned its beaches
and with good reason. Raw sewage from
across metropolitan Boston was rou-
tinely released into the inner harbor.
The combination of human waste and
chemicals dumped into the waters off
our neighborhood did more than just
scare away swimmers and beach-bums.
The pollution made the harbor virtually
uninhabitable for many varieties of fish
and other ocean wildlife. The unsani-
tary conditions at Boston's city beaches
were clear to all the senses and provided
George Bush with a scathing political
tool in his 1988 presidential campaign
against Governor Michael Dukakis. The
filthy harbor and its beaches were an
embarrassment for "The Duke" and for
all Bostonians.
If you are one of the sensible peopk
who recognized the dangers of bathing
at Tenean or Malibu Beach, it is easy tU
understand why such local spots re-
main basically deserted, even on the
hottest of summer days. As the classi
60s song suggests, we have learned t
"Love That Dirty Water", but we'r
loathe to venture too close. For mos-
people under thirty who've grown up ii
Dorchester, avoiding the harbor wate-
is as much a standard of city life a:
looking both ways when crossing Do
Ave.
But despite what mom may have tok
you, or what you yourself may havi
once seen, the waters ofDorchester Ba:
(Continued on Page 14
Wainwright Park Festival August 12
Bring the family and bring the camera! This year's Family Fun Day at
Wainwright Park will be Saturday, August 12, 1995 from Noon to 4 p.m.
and it promises to be just that, Fun. All events are free.
Come early to see the magic of the Russian Puppeteer who dazzles as he
brings marionettes to life. The Boston Fencing Club will demonstrate the
sport of fencing, and some lucky fair-goers will have a chance to try it for
themselves. The Community Rowing Club will exhibit its rowing scull and
provide lessons on its rowing simulator.
The festival will feature health, safety and teen outreach prograw.
Health centers, the Women's Center, the Mayor's Health line and the
Immunization Program will all provide information tables. Some of the
youth outreach programs participating will include City Year. Teen Voices.
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Metropolitan District Commission
Back to
Beaches
the
'95
A Huge Success!
It has been a Banner Year for the Boston Harbor Beaches.
This summer was the second year of beach festivals around the
harbor and the kick-off of a $30 million capital improvements
program. To catch people's eyes and to signal the changes ahead,
bright, colorful banners appeared at each of the beaches prior to
the scheduled events. The banners bold graphics and color
scheme, unique to each site, spell out the name of each beach and
display a variety of beach-related activities. Other banners
display the Back to the Beaches logo. The banners give the
beaches a festive, resort-like atmosphere and will stay on display
until the middle of October.
Back to the Beaches Kick-off event in South Boston.
Trudy Coxe, Barney and Commissioner Balfour.
Pictured in front of
one of the new shade
shelters at Marine Park
in South Boston are
Senator Bulger,
Commissioner Balfour
and Representative
Lynch
Barney, the purple dinosaur, became a sea monster on
behalf of the MDC, as he made appearances at most of the beach
events. The New England Aquarium brought "denizens of the
deep" for kids to experience and learn. Barney joined the stellar,
MDC All-Star Band, Pat Benti and Shaboom, Linda Chase and
The Usual Suspects and Stardust for concerts on the beaches. He
also brought along a moonwalk, a velcro-wall and a dunk tank.
MDC Recreation and Reservations staff pitched in with kite-
making, face-painting and search and rescue missions. The
Boston Sport and Social Club ran volleyball tournaments and
CAN-AM, the recreational equipment company, provided sea-
kayaks, canoeing and wind-surfing demonstrations.
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With water plumes from the fire boat arching across the sky,
the Back to the Beaches season kicked off on June 24 with a ribbon
cutting of the spectacularly rebuilt Castle Island Tot Lot in South
Boston. The party moved on July 15th to Winthrop Beach to
celebrate the re-opening of the newly rehabilitated bath house.
The following day, July 16, found the revelers at Wollaston Beach.
On July 29, the sound of the party at Constitution Beach drowned-
out the noise of the nearby airport. The party raced into Savin Hill
and Malibu Beaches in Dorchester on the heels of the Annual 5K
Turtle Fun Run.
Other MDC beaches outside of the Harbor wanted in on the
fun so events were scheduled for Revere Beach, Nahant Beach
and Nantasket Beach.
Mid & Long Term Projects
In addition to the short term projects already described, we
are moving ahead quickly on several planned, long term rehabili-
tations. The respected landscape architectural firm of Carol
Johnson and Associates has been selected to design plans for a
$5,000,000 rehabilitation of the South Boston Beaches. Design
work should begin in earnest this Fall and the first improvements
will be underway next summer. Constitution Beach will be the
subject of a several million dollar project also under design this
fall by the firm of Brown & Roe. We expect to have designers of
board for the Dorchester beaches by late Fall, allowing us to get
a handle on the beach grass issue there. We'll also be selecting
designers for permanent improvements to the new link between
Carson Beach and Old Harbor Park. Project planning will also
progress this winter for major work at Winthrop, Wollaston and
the Harbor Islands.
The MDC gives $650,000 grant to the
Town of Winthrop for the restoration
of Yirrell and Donovan's Beaches
Capital Improvements Project
This summer witnessed a number of immediate improve-
ments at the Beaches, all parts of the $30 million program.
Because this is a five-to-seven year plan, the improvements
program was designed to include a mix of short term projects so
beach-goers could see and enjoy this year in advance of the large-
scale, long term rehabilitations. This summer's projects included,
in addition to the banners,specially designed flagpoles and water
quality indicator flags. Blue flags denote when water quality is
acceptable for swimming; red flags advise swimmers when the
water quality dips.
The shade shelters along the South Boston shore were
completely rebuilt this season. A new, temporary walkway,
linking Carson Beach and Old Harbor Park, opened to accolades
and heavy traffic of walkers, bicyclists, runners and skaters. With
this new link and similar work by the Boston Water and Sewer
Commission on the other side of Old Harbor Park, its now
possible to walk along the water's edge from Castle Island con-
tinuously to the Kennedy Library. The Library is currently
constructing another connector that will link with the U.Mass
walkways, extending the walkers reach to Outer Malibu Beach!
Lifeguards, new chairs and improved life-saving equip-
ment appeared on beaches noticeably cleaner thanks to increased
MDC and prison labor crews and the benefits of new mainte-
nance equipment, including four new beach sanitizers. In the
past, MDC crews labored with a single beach sanitizer for the
entire system!
The incredible heat and drought this summer slowed down
our landscaping plans for the beaches but, none-the-less, new
plantings can be seen particularly at Winthrop, East Boston and
the Dorchester beaches. Complete plantings, including trees, will
be finished this Fall. Watch for major landscape improvements at
Fitzgerald Circle in South Boston and at Wollaston Beach. New
benches too will be appearing soon.
(By the way, did you know that the MDC has the most
consistent and comprehensive bathing water quality testing pro-
gram in the state? Boston Harbor swimmers lost only nine beach
days this summer to poor water quality.)
Metropolitan District Commissiorr Back to the Beaches '95
Year 2
We are planning a number of short-term projects for next
summer. Some in South Boston and East Boston, will be early
action projects related to the planned major rehabilitation includ-
ing the restoration of Mother's Rest at Carson Beach, the rehabili-
ition of the bandstand at Marine Park and the reconstruction of
the Blue Line Pedestrian Overpass at Constitution Beach.
Other projects in development in-
clude new handicapped access beach ramps
at Pleasure Bay, Wollaston and Tenean
Beaches, a new picnic and shade shelter on
George's Island, demolition of the derelict
building at Victory Road Park to improve
connections to Malibu Beach and provide
additional park-user parking, and a new
boardwalk over the Dunes at Lovell's Is-
land. Reconstruction of the Peddock's Is-
land pier will be underway along with
needed repairs to the seawall on George's
Island.
MDC has also provided a $650,000
three-year grant to the Town of Winthrop
to make improvements to Donovan's and
Yirrell's Beaches and to construct a walk-
way to link Yirrell's Beach and the MDC's
Winthrop Beach. That work will also be
on-going next summer.
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We'll be back to the
beaches next summer
rith a new round of
6igger and better events
to show-off our progress.
Water Qua yTa.e
MDC Beach Postings 1994 and 1995
Year Total Fresh Marine Winthrop to Winthrop and
Year__ and Marine Wollaston Boston Harbor
1994 y 41 36 29 18
1995 23 18 8 . 5
MDC LIFEGUARDS
SHINE SUMMER OF '95
In what was definitely a banner year for summer activities,
the Metropolitan District Commission's lifeguards put forth an
outstanding performance. Because of their skill and dedication
to public safety these trained professionals were able to turn in a
perfect score. There was not one fatality, even during the danger-
ous surf from Hurricane Felix, when several MDC beaches were
hit with high waves and severe undertows. Though many people
were rescued, all were kept safe.
The MDC lifeguards were busy teaching this year as well.
Every pool and many beaches has an organized and highly
structured Learn to Swim Program given by lifeguard water
safety instructors. More than 2,000 children and adults were
either taught to swim or improved their skills through the lessons
offered. The lessons were a positive experience for both the
pupils and the guards. This was by far the biggest season for the
Learn to Swim Program at the MDC. The lifeguards also formed
youth swim teams at each pool which competed in the 1st annual
MDE Swimfest held at the Lee Pool.
In addition to public safety and swim instruction, the MDC
formed a lifeguard "A" Team. The "A" Team travelled the special
events and "Back to the Beaches" circuit all summer and thrilled
the crowds with lifeguard rescue demonstrations.
In all, the 300 Metropolitan District Commission lifeguards
were quite an impressive group this year and are considered to
be among the best in the nation.
Metropolitan District Commission Back to the Beaches
History of the Back to the
Beaches Program
In the summer of 1993, Governor William F. Weld and
Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino released a vision for the
future of the Boston Harbor Beaches. The "Back to the
Beaches" plan, the recommendation of the Joint Commis-
sion on the Future of the Boston Harbor Beaches, is
designed to strengthen the relationship that local commu-
nities and neighborhoods have with their beaches, while
building on their potential for regional, recreational,
educational, and economic development.
This initiative includes beaches from Winthrop to
Wollaston, including the Harbor Islands beaches. The
beaches play an important part in a growing regional
system of open spaces and reservations, and have been a
part of urban tradition from the earliest days.
The long term goal is to provide continuous access to
the water's edge whenever possible. This presents an
opportunity to realize direct benefits from the massive
ongoing clean-up of Boston Harbor by the MWRA, and from
the work of the Boston Water and Sewer Commission. The
water is cleaner than it has been for generations, and beach
posting are becoming rarer.
Governor William Weld, Mayor Thomas Menino,
Secretary Trudy Coxe, Former MDC Commissioner M.
Ilyas Bhatti and others announced their support for the $30
million capital plan to restore Boston Harbor beaches to
their full potential at a press conference at Carson Beach on
Tuesday, July 26, 1994. The $30 million capital outlay for
the beaches which was before the Legislature at the time of
the announcement was subsequently passed and signed
into law by Governor Weld.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Metropolitan District Commission
William F. Weld, Governor
Argeo Paul Cellucci, Lt. Governor
Trudy Coxe, Secretary, EOEA
David B. Balfour, Jr., MDC Commissioner
Metropolitan District Commission
Back to the Beaches '95
20 Somerset Street
Boston, MA 02108
BOSTON HARBOR BEACHES AND RECREATIONAL
AREAS QUESTIONNAIRE
Greetings. The purpose of this questionnaire is to find-out what your views and preferences are when it comes to
the Boston Harbor Beaches and other recreational areas. The information you provide will contribute to a thesis
project on the Boston Harbor Beaches. Just a few points:
Any answers you provide are right answers.
0 All of your comments will be confidential - note that you are not required to provide your name.
0 If none of the suggested responses accurately describe your views, please fill-in the "OTHER" space.
0 If you have any questions about this questionnaire or research project please feel free to contact me at:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Urban Studies, 77 Massachusetts Avenue
(7-303), Cambridge, MA 02139
Thank you for your time and energy.
1. For a variety of reasons, many people have not visited the beaches along the Boston Harbor, and instead have visited beaches in
other areas (i.e., Cape Cod). Please indicate which of the following Boston Harbor Beaches and other beaches you have visited
within the past five years. Then, please check all of the activities you pursued when you were there.
YES NO I CYCLING
SAVIN HILL
MALIBU
TENEAN
OTHER(S):
ca
READING
LH
11
I[]
I
I[]
RELAXING
[1
H1
Hi
Hi
SWIMMING
LiHiLH
Li1
OTHER: (please specify)
H
NONE ] PLEASE GO TO QUESTION #5
2. For each beach that you visited in the past five years, please indicate how you usually go to each one.
BE ACH WALI K CAR BUTS
I_-I
Hi
SAVIN HILL
MALIBU
TENEAN
OTHER(S):
BICYCLE SUBWAY
H Li
Li LI
OTHER (please sipecify)
[1
Li
REA CHRIPACH
WALK BU
3. Please indicate what two reasons best explain why you went to the beaches you selected in question #1.
H TO GET EXERCISE
Li IT'S EASY TO GET TO IT/THEM
[1 PEOPLE THERE ARE FRIENDLY
L GOOD FACILITIES (I.E., BATHHOUSE, REST ROOMS)
Li IT'S A GOOD PLACE TO TAKE CHILDREN/GRANDCHILDREN
El IT IS PLEASANT TO BE THERE
LI I LIKE BEING BY THE WATER
H OTHER:
4. When you went to the beaches, did you usually go:
L ON YOUR OWN
LI WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
11 WITH FRIENDS
LI WITH A GROUP (I.E., CHURCH, SCHOOL, ASSOCIATION, CLUB)
H OTHER:
5. (A) If it has been more than five years since you have gone to any Boston Harbor Beaches, please list three or four of the
most important reasons why you haven't been there. If this question does not apply, please go to question #6.
(B) Please list three or four things which would encourage you to go back to the beaches
6. Please indicate what you feel the water quality is at the beaches. Is it:
EXCELLENT
1
GOOD OKAY POOR
1 Li
DON'T KNOW
H1
7. Please indicate which of the following recreational areas and centers you have visited within the past five years. Then,
please check all of things you did while you were there.
OTHER RECREATIONAL
AREAS & CENTERS YES
HOUGHTON'S POND LI
DANIEL MARR CLUB LI
MDC DEVINE RINK LI
UMASS BOSTON LI
COLUMBIA PARK LI
OTHER: LI
NO
[I
H_
HI
HI
Hi
| CYCLING
I[]
IHl||U|Ui
(u
READING
[1
fi
F]
LI
II
Li
RELAXING
[1]
LIH
H
H
SWIMMING
[I
F]
H
11
L
[i
OTHER: (please specify)
LI
8. For each place that you visited in the past five years, please indicate how you usually go to each one.
OTHER RECREATIONAL
AREAS & CENTERS
HOUGHTON'S POND
DANIEL MARR CLUB
MDC DEVINE RINK
UMASS BOSTON
COLUMBIA PARK
OTHER:
WALK
HI
HI
CAR
H_
1I
BUS
[]
Li
LI
[1
[I
[1
BICYCLE
[1
H]
[1
SUBWAY
Li
LI
Li
LI
Li
Li
OTHER: (please specify)
LI
LI
H_H
H
LI
Li
LI
9. When you went to these places, did you usually go:
LI ON YOUR OWN
H WITH FAMILY MEMBERS
LI WITH FRIENDS
[ WITH A GROUP (I.E., CHURCH, SCHOOL, ASSOCIATION, CLUB)
Li OTHER:
IF YOU HAVE EVER GONE TO A BOSTON HARBOR BEACH,
PLEASE GO TO QUESTION # 11
00
10. Which of the two following reasons most accurately express why you have not gone to the Boston Harbor Beaches?
Li I HAVE NO WAY TO GET THERE
Li I DON'T HAVE TIME TO GO
Li I DON'T KNOW WHERE THEY ARE
Li I DON'T THINK IT IS SAFE TO SWIM THERE
Li TOO FAR AWAY
Li NO ONE I KNOW GOES THERE
Li OTHER:
11. Please indicate what two reasons best explain why you went to the places you selected in question #8.
H TO GET EXERCISE
H IT'S EASY TO REACH IT/THEM
H PEOPLE THERE ARE FRIENDLY
H FACILITIES INTEREST ME
LI IT'S A GOOD PLACE TO TAKE CHILDREN/GRANDCHILDREN
H IT IS PLEASANT TO BE THERE
H OTHER:
00
00
12. Please list any community activities (i.e., clean-up days, road races, festivals, parades) that you have participated in within
the past five years [If there's not enough room, please use the last ADDITIONAL COMMENTS page]
13. What sources of information do you rely upon to get news about Dorchester?
NEWSPAPER(S): (Name)
RADIO: (Station Name)
(Station Name)TELEVISION:
14. Do you belong to any groups (i.e., organization, church, association, club) in Dorchester?
1 NO H YES: (Name)
FEMALE
MALE
L UNDER 20
LI BETWEEN 20 AND 39
] BETWEEN 40 AND 59
H BETWEEN 60 AND OVER
17. You live in:
DORCHESTER: (Corner, Hill, Village Name)
NOT IN DORCHESTER,
BUT IN BOSTON:
OUTSIDE OF BOSTON:
(Neighborhood Name)
(City/Town Name)
15. Sex:
16. Age:
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ? QUESTIONS ? IF THERE IS ANYTHING
YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD OR ASK ABOUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE OR
ANY TOPIC DISCUSSED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, PLEASE USE THIS
SPACE.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR
TIME!
2~v~yJI ~ ~~ if
-O-
92
93
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